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Abstract 

In the context of standard abstract interpretation theory, a reduced relative power operation for 
functionally composing abstract domains is introduced and studied. The reduced relative power 
of two abstract domains DI (the exponent) and DZ (the base) consists in a suitably defined 
lattice of monotone functions from DI to Dz, called dependencies, and it is a generalization 
of the Cousot and Cousot reduced cardinal power operation. The relationship between reduced 
relative power and Nielson’s tensor product of abstract domains is also investigated. The case 
of autodependencies, i.e. base and exponent are the same domain, turns out to be particularly 
interesting: Under certain hypotheses, the domain of autodependencies corresponds to a powerset- 
like completion of the base abstract domain, providing a compact set-theoretic representation for 
autodependencies. Two relevant applications of the reduced relative power operation in the fields 
of logic program analysis and semantics design are presented. Notably, it is proved that the well- 
known abstract domain Def for logic program ground-dependency analysis can be characterized 
as the domain of autodependencies of the standard abstract domain representing plain groundness 
information only; on the semantics side, it is shown how reduced relative power can be exploited 
in order to systematically derive compositional semantics for logic programs. @ 1999-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 

Kq~ords: Abstract interpretation; Abstract domain; Reduced relative power; Separated abstract 
domain; Logic program analysis and semantics 

1. Introduction 

One of the appealing features of Cousot and Cousot’s abstract interpretation theory 

is its ability to provide systematic methodologies to compositionally design complex 
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abstract domains from more simple ones (cf. [21]). New abstract domains can be 

systematically obtained by combining simpler ones or by lifting them by adding new 

information. Such operators on abstract domains, that, following a general approach 

pursued in [29,37], we call domain refinements, are devoted to enhance the precision 

of domains and provide high-level facilities to tune an abstract interpretation in accuracy 

and complexity. 

Abstract domain refinements turn out to be useful also in transforming an attribute 

independent analysis into a more precise relational analysis (cf. [44]). Let us illustrate 

an example involving logic program analysis. Consider the following simple logic 

program defining an ancestor-like relation ant, where the relation R is specified by 

some database. It is then reasonable to assume that any computed answer in a successful 

derivation for a query R(s,t) will ground both the arguments s and t. 

cl : anc(X, Z) : - anc(X, Y),R( Y, Z). 

c2 : anc(X,Y) : - X=Y. 

A typical groundness analysis is intended to statically detect whether any computed 

answer of any successful derivation for a generic predicate p will make ground some 

arguments of p. The most obvious domain for a groundness analysis is therefore a 

simple two-point lattice Gr = {g,?}, where g<? (cf. [45]). Here, a type judgment 

X: g says that a variable X is surely bound to a ground term, while X : ? represents 

uncertainty, i.e. it says that X can be bound to any term. Thus, by our assumptions 

on R, we have that (R(X, Y ),X : g A Y : g) represents the successful computations for R. 
Hence, an obvious analysis using Gr yields (anc(X, Y),X: ? A Y : g) for clause cl, and 

(anc(K Y),X: ? A Y: ?) for clause ~2. Evidently, such an analysis is very rough, as 

it is unable to discover that, in cl, X will be ground in any successful derivation. 

This is due to the fact that no relational information is kept about the variables of 

the clause ~2. In fact, a relation between X and Y is established by unifying c2 with 

anc(X, Y) in the body of cl, and this propagates the groundness from Y (which is 

derived from R) to X. In order to overcome this problem, a richer abstract domain, 

called Def, has been introduced in the beginning of the 1990s (cf. [49]). Def consists 

of definite propositional formulae. For instance, an implicational formula X : g +-+ Y : g 

represents the relational information that X is ground iff Y is ground. By using Def, 

we get a more precise groundness analysis, namely (anc(X, Y),X: g A Y: g) for ci 

and (anc(X, Y),X : g H Y : g) for ~2. In particular, this analysis is now able to detect 

that any successful derivation for the first clause will have both arguments of ant 
ground. Although Def is a well-understood domain for groundness analysis, it is not 

yet clear whether Def could be automatically obtained by a general procedure for 

building relational domains from nonrelational ones. 

Some proposals have been put forward in the literature to systematically build re- 

lational domains either by composition of simpler (possibly nonrelational or attribute 

independent) ones, or by some domain completion (see 1221). Notable examples are 

Cousot and Cousot’s reduced cardinal power [21] and Nielson’s tensor product [55] 
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operations. This paper originated by observing that the relational domain Dej’ can be 

systematically derived from Gr by a generic procedure of domain refinement, which 

is a generalization of Cousot and Cousot’s reduced cardinal power operation on ab- 

stract domains. This observation led us to devise a systematic operation for combining 

domains in abstract interpretation, called reduced relative power, which generalizes 

Cousot and Cousot reduced cardinal power [21]. 

1.1. Reduced relative power operation 

Among the various abstract domain refinements existing in the literature, Cousot 

and Cousot’s reduced cardinal power is probably the less known one. In fact, while 

for the well-known reduced product and disjunctive completion a comprehensive lit- 

erature is available, ranging from theoretical issues (e.g. see [16,21,22,24,30,39]) to 

applications (e.g. see [ 13,22,24,30,42,43,53,63]), as far as reduced cardinal power 

is concerned very little has been done after [21], both in theory and in applications. 

Reduced cardinal power has been introduced by Cousot and Cousot in the very last 

section of their POPL’79 paper (cf. [21, Section 10.2]), as a systematic methodology 

for combining abstract domains. The basic idea was that, given a pair of abstract do- 

mains DI and D2, a new richer domain can be systematically derived by considering 

the lattice of all monotone functions from D1 to D2, i.e. the cardinal power with base 

02 and exponent DI. Such functions aimed to represent a functional relation between 

program properties expressed by 02 with those expressed by DI. However, Cousot and 

Cousot’s definition and related correctness result [21, Theorem 10.2.0.1] were given in 

a particular context of a collecting semantics of program assertions, and successively 

Cousot and Cousot did not broaden their definition to a more general setting. In fact, 

in [21] the collecting semantics is defined by a lattice of assertions which is a Boolean 

algebra. In the present work, we carry on such an idea, and, by generalizing Cousot and 

Cousot’s definition of reduced cardinal power, we introduce an operation of reduced 

relative power on abstract domains. The reduced relative power DI ?-+ D2 of two do- 

mains DI (the exponent) and 02 (the base) is defined in a general and standard abstract 

interpretation setting, and it is parametric with respect to a generic operation 0 used 

to combine concrete denotations (hence, this justifies the adjective “relative”, while 

“reduced’ stems from the usual process of reduction of abstract domains). D1 F% 02 

consists of all the monotone functions Ax.crz(d Q yl(x)) from DI to D2, where d ranges 

over concrete values, 71 is the concretization map for DI, and c(:! is the abstraction map 

for D2. Such functions are called dependencies, with the aim of hinting that they es- 

tablish a dependency relation between the values of DI and D2. Roughly speaking, the 

operation 0 should be thought of as a kind of combinator of concrete denotations: The 

sib is a typical example of such an operation, although some nontrivial applications 

(as that presented in Section 7) may require a different and less restrictive concrete 

combinator. Intuitively, a dependency Ax.crz(d 0 71 (x)) encodes how the abstract do- 

main 02 is able to represent the “reaction” of the concrete value d whenever it is 

combined via 0 with an object described by DI. The main assumption guaranteeing 
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Fig. 1. The abstract domains Sign, on the left, and Purify, on the right. 

the correctness of our definitions is that the concrete domain endowed with the oper- 

ation 0 gives rise to a weak form of quantale, called semi-quantale, which includes 

Boolean algebras as special cases. Provided that such hypothesis is satisfied, reduced 

relative power can be applied to any two abstract domains in the standard framework 

of abstract interpretation. As our applications show, it turns out that this generalization 

is necessary to handle a number of important situations, ranging from abstract domains 

used in static program analysis to semantics design, where standard reduced cardinal 

power would not be otherwise applicable. 

Let us see a simple example of reduced relative power, which in this case boils 

down to Cousot and Cousot’s reduced cardinal power. Consider the simple and well- 

known abstract domains Parity and Sign for integer variable analysis, both depicted 

in Fig. 1. The objects in Sign and Parity have an obvious meaning as sets of integer 

numbers. When the operator for combining concrete values is given by intersection of 

sets of integers, it turns out that the monotone function {T, H eu, + H Ip, - H 

_Lp, I, H lp} from Sign to Parity is given by the dependency ,Ix.cc,({O} n ys(x)) 

in Sign I-% Parity. Such dependency Ix. ap( (0) n y&c)) represents the largest set of 

integers T which, once intersected with Z gives even numbers (i.e., T consists of 

even numbers only), and once intersected with the set of either positive or negative 

integers gives the empty set. Clearly, these constraints mean that the concretization 

of Ax. c(J {0} II ys(x)) is given by {0}, a new object which is represented neither in 

Parity nor in Sign. 
Many important results are obtained in relating reduced relative power to some 

well-known function spaces, like the lattices of additive functions and lower closure 

operators. 

We investigate the relationship between reduced relative power and additive func- 

tions, and we give certain sufficient conditions guaranteeing that a reduced relative 

power D1 &+ Dz (relatively to the concrete operation A of glb) is a sublattice of, or 

even is equal to, the lattice of all the additive functions from D1 to D2. The interest 

in these results is twofold. First, the reduced relative power inherits some relevant 

lattice-theoretic properties of the lattice of additive functions. Second, our results per- 

mit to give a precise relationship between the operations of reduced relative power and 

Nielson’s tensor product [54,55] in abstract interpretation, a problem already raised by 

Nielson [54, p. 1241 for Cousot and Cousot’s reduced cardinal power. In fact, additive 

functions and tensor product are isomorphic up to a certain form of duality. 
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When the base and exponent domains of a reduced relative power coincide, we refer 

to autodependencies. As far as meet-autodependencies (i.e. relatively to the concrete 

operation of glb) are concerned, we identify a class of abstract domains, termed sep- 

arated, such that the lattice of meet-autodependencies of some abstract domain A is 

isomorphic to the lattice of all lower closure operators on A iff A is separated. Since 

the lattice of lower closure operators on A is always isomorphic to a suitable family 

of subsets of A (the family of dual-Moore sets of A, called the dual-Moore-set com- 
pletion of A), this result provides a representation as a powerset-like completion for 

the domain of meet-autodependencies of a separated abstract domain. 

1.2. Applications 

In the field of logic program groundness analysis, we show that the well-known 

abstract domain of definite propositional formulae Def, introduced by Dart [25] for 

studying groundness in deductive databases and successively used by Marriott and 

Sondergaard [49] for ground-dependency analysis of logic programs, is isomorphic to 

the reduced relative power having the simpler Jones and Sondergaard’s [45] Gr do- 

main, representing (nonrelational) plain groundness information, as base and exponent. 

The reduced relative power is here necessary to deal with a non-Boolean concrete 

domain of order-ideals of substitutions, where Cousot and Cousot’s reduced cardi- 

nal power would not be otherwise applicable. It is shown that Gr turns out to be a 

separated abstract domain, and therefore its dual-Moore-set completion is isomorphic 

to D<j’. 

As hinted in [ 19,231, abstract interpretation may be fruitfully used to derive and com- 

pare program semantics at different levels of abstraction. In this context, the reduced 

relative power can therefore be interpreted as a systematic operation for designing new 

and more descriptive program semantics by incrementally composing some already 

existing and simpler ones. We apply the reduced relative power operation in logic pro- 

gramming, which is a fine example of a high-level language enjoying a simple semantic 

definition. We show how to systematically derive a new compositional (w.r.t. union 

of sets of clauses, i.e. programs) semantics for logic programs, by reduced relative 

power of an existing well-known noncompositional semantics characterizing computed 

answer substitutions. Here, the concrete domain consists of sets of program execu- 

tion traces, which are combined in the reduced relative power by a noncommutative 

operator of trace-unfolding. Our approach enjoys several advantages with respect to 

previous techniques for designing compositional semantics of logic programs, such as 

those described in [lo] which constitute the basis for many compositional semantics 

in the s-semantics style (cf. [9,15,32]). In fact, any semantics which can be derived 

by abstract interpretation from a more concrete one, can also be composed by reduced 

relative power. This could be the case for a number of well-known semantics such as: 

The semantics of computed answer substitutions [28] and call patterns [32], Clark’s 

[ 12,281, Herbrand’s [27] and Heyting’s [46] semantics, and other semantics which 

can be derived by abstract interpretation from a more concrete (e.g. operational) logic 
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program semantics (see [14,34]). Moreover, this approach is general and independent 

from specific semantic representations (e.g., by means of atoms, clauses, etc.). 

1.3. Structure of the paper 

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we intro- 

duce the notation used throughout the paper and recall some basic notions of abstract 

interpretation. In Section 3, the definition of reduced relative power is introduced, 

and its basic properties are studied. In Section 4, we consider the case of additive 

dependencies, and we relate reduced relative power with the space of additive func- 

tions. In Section 5, the case of autodependencies is studied; in particular, we show 

that, for separated abstract domains, meet-autodependencies coincide with the space 

of lower closure operators. Sections 6 and 7 contain, respectively, the applications 

in logic program analysis and semantics. Finally, Section 8 discusses related work. 

A preliminary account of this paper has been presented in [36]. 

2. Preliminaries 

Throughout the paper we will assume familiarity with the standard notions of lattice 

theory (see e.g. [7,41]), abstract interpretation (see [20-22]), and logic programming 

(see e.g. [3,47]). In this section, we briefly introduce some notation and recall some 

well-known notions. 

2.1. Mathematical notation 

Let A and B be sets. The powerset of A is denoted by p(A), the cardinality of 

A is denoted by ]A(, A\B denotes the set-theoretic difference between A and B, and 

A c B denotes proper inclusion. If X CA then x is the set-theoretic complement of X 

in A. A* denotes the set of all finite (possibly empty) sequences of objects of A, where 

sequences are typically denoted by (al,. . . , a,), or simply by al,. . . , a,, for ai’s symbols 

in A. The empty sequence is denoted by A. Concatenation of sequences si ,s2 E A* is 

denoted by si :: ~2, or simply by juxtaposition sis?. The sequence of symbols with 

first element a followed by the sequence s is denoted by aJs. If M is an equivalence 

relation on A then, when clear from the context, an equivalence class [a], is simply 

denoted by [a]. Also, we will often abuse notation by letting an element to denote its 

corresponding equivalence class. o denotes the first infinite ordinal. 

The set A endowed with a partial order < is denoted by (A, <). If A is a poset, 

we usually denote by <A the corresponding partial order relation. By x <y we mean 

x < y and x # y. The dual of a poset A is denoted by A’p. A complete lattice A 

with partial ordering 6, least upper bound (lub, also called join) V, greatest lower 

bound (g/b, also called meet) A, greatest element (or top) T = A8 = VA, and least 

element (or bottom) I = V@ = A A, is denoted by (A, <, V, A, T, I). Whenever A is a 

lattice, VA, /\A, TA and IA denote the corresponding basic operations and elements. 
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We will often abuse notation by denoting lattices with their poset notation. We use 

z to denote isomorphism between ordered structures. If A is a pre-ordered set and 

/CA then ~Z~f{~~A\3y~I.x<Ay}. For XEA, Ix is a shorthand for I(x). ~J~(A) 

denotes the set of order-ideals of A, where I CA is an order-ideal if I = L! (note that 

we assume the empty set to be an order-ideal). It turns out that ( $I’(A), C, U , n , A, 8) 
is a complete lattice. A complete lattice A is completely distributive if for any subset 

{Ox\}_;:: CA, where I and, for any i E I, J(i) are sets of indices, A\lEr(/,/jEJ(i) x:) = 

V,,,,(A,,, x;O(~)), where J’ is the set of all the functions cp :I + Uig,J(i) such that 

for any i E I, p(i) E J(i). By exchanging V and A in the previous equality, one gets an 

equivalent formulation of complete distributivity. A complete lattice A is completely 

meet-distributive or a complete Heyting algebra (cHa for short), if for any {Xi}iE I 2 A 
and ~vEA, y A (VjEIxi)= ViE,(y A xi). Let A be a meet semilattice with bottom 1. 

The pseudocomplement of a E A, if it exists, is the unique element a* E A such that 

a A a* = I and for any x E A, (a A x = I) + (~<a*). A is pseudocomplemented if 

every element in A admits the pseudocomplement. Clearly, any cHa A is pseudocom- 

plemented, where for any a E A, a* = V{x E Ala Ax = I}. A lattice A with bottom 

I and top T is complemented if for any a E A there exists a (possibly non unique) 

element a* E A, called complement of a, such that a /\ a* = I and a V a* = T. A lattice 

is Boolean if it is complemented and distributive. It is well known that in a Boolean 

lattice complements are unique. A complete Boolean lattice is also called a complete 

Boolean algebra (cBa for short). It is well known that any cBa is a cHa, where the 

notions of pseudocomplement and complement coincide. It is also well known that 

any complete lattice of order-ideals (@l(A), C) is a cHa, which, in general, is not a 

cBa. If A is a poset with bottom I then an element a E A is an atom if a covers 

I, i.e., I <a and for all x E A, _L <n <a implies x = a. By At(A) we denote the set 

of all the atoms of A. A complete lattice A is atomic if every element x E A\(I) 

is the lub of the atoms which precede x, i.e. x = VA {u E At(A) Ia <Ax}. Dual-atoms 

and dual-atomicity are dually defined. It is well known that any atomic cBa is always 

isomorphic to ( ~J(X), 2) for some set X. An element x E A of a complete lattice is 

(completely) join-irreducible if for all X CA, x = VA X + x E X. Further, x is (con2- 

pletely) join-reducible if it is not join-irreducible, i.e. if there exists X CA such that 

x = VA X and x $!X. The subset of join-irreducible elements of a complete lattice A is 

denoted by JI(A). 
We write f : A H B to mean that f‘ is a (total) function from A to B. We sometimes 

use Church’s lambda notation for functions. The identity function /Ix.x is sometimes 

denoted by id. If S CA then f(S) = {S(x) Ix E S}. By go f‘ we denote the composition 

of the functions ,f and g, i.e. the fnnction ix.&“(x)). The set of fixpoints of a 

function f : A HA is denoted by fp(f), and, assuming that A is a poset, if the 

least fixpoint of f exists then it is denoted by &j(f). For a complete lattice A, given 

f’ : AHA, for any iEN, the ith power f i : A HA of f is inductively defined as follows: 

For any x E A, f’(x) dAf x and f’+‘(x) dAf .f(f’(x)). Let (A, <A,VA,AA,T;~, IA) and 

(B, ds, VB, Ag, Tg, 1~) be complete lattices and f : A H B. f is strict if f (iA ) = _LB. 
f is additive if for any SC A, f(v$) = VB f(S) (note that an additive ,f is strict 
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as well), while f is continuous whenever this condition holds for any chain SC A. 

Co-additivity is dually defined. The complete lattice of total (respectively, monotone, 

continuous, additive) functions from the complete lattice A into the complete lattice B, 

endowed with the standard pointwise order & (i.e., f C g iff Vx E A. f(x) <B g(x)), is 

denoted by A H B (respectively, A ?+ B, A &+ B, A AB). Recall that in A H B and 

A t-% B, the lub u and the glb fl are defined pointwise, i.e., if F is a family of functions 

then, for any x E A, &IF)(X) = V~{f(x) ( f E F}, and (W)(x) = As{f(x) 1 f E F}, while 

in A &+ B and A +% B just the lub U is defined pointwise. 

2.2. Abstract domains, Galois connections and closure operators 

The standard Cousot and Cousot theory of abstract domains is based on the notion 

of Galois connection (cf. [20,21]). If C and A are posets, and a: CHA, y :A ++ C 

are monotone maps such that Vx E C. x 6~ y(a(x)) and Vy E A. a(y(y)) <A y, then 

(a, CA, y) is a called a Galois connection (G.c. for short) between C and A. If in 

addition Vy E A. a(?( y)) = y, then (c(, CA, y) is called a Galois insertion (G.i. for short) 

of A in C. Let us recall that the notion of G.c. is equivalent to that of adjunction: 

If a : C H A and y : A H C then (a, CA, y) is a G.c. iff Vx E C.Vy EA. a(x) <A y H 
x <c y(y). The map a (y) is called the left- (right-)adjoint to y (a). Galois connections 

and insertions enjoy the following well-known properties (see e.g. [22]) that we will 

freely use, often without mention, throughout the paper. Let us assume that (a, C, A, y) 

is a G.c. 

(i) aoyoa=a and yo~oy=y. 

(ii) If A and C are both bounded, i.e., they have top and bottom elements, then 

a(&) = IA and I = Tc. 

(iii) CI preserves lub’s, i.e., if for some S 2 C the lub VCS exists, then the lub bct(S> 

exists as well, and cr(vcS) = VD a(S), and y preserves glb’s. In particular, if A 
and C are complete lattices then CI is additive and y is co-additive. 

(iv) a uniquely determines y and vice versa. In particular, if A and C are complete 

lattices, then any additive map a : C H A uniquely determines a G.c. (a, C, A, y), 

where its right-adjoint is y dzf Ay. VC {x E C/a(x) G.4 y}. This dually holds for 

any co-additive map y : A H C. 
(v) Let (LX, CA, y) be a G.i. Then, cx is onto and y is l-l, and if C is a complete 

lattice then A is a complete lattice as well. 

Two G.c.‘s (Q, Ci, Ai, yj), i = 1,2, are isomorphic when (1) Ci E C2, with isomorphism 

J : C, H Cz, (2) A1 E AZ, with isomorphism z : AI HAM, and (3) I o al = a2 o J (or, 

equivalently, 20~1 = ~201). It is not difficult to show that for two G.i.‘s, (al, C,Al, 1’1) 2 
(aZ,C,A2, ~2) iff JQ(A~)=Y~(A~). A G.c. (a,C,A,y) is the composition of two G.c.‘s 

(aC,bC,~,y~,c) and (~,A,W,YA,D) ifa=aD,Aok,D (equivalently, Y=YD,COYA,D). 

In the setting of abstract interpretation, when (a, CA, 11) is a G.c., C and A are 

called, respectively, the concrete and the abstract domain, and they are assumed to be 

complete lattices, whereas a and y are called the abstraction and concretization maps, 

respectively. Also, A is called an abstraction of C, and C a concretization of A. If 
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(a, C, A, y) is a G.i., each value of the abstract domain A is useful in the representation 

of the concrete domain C as all the elements of A represent distinct values of C. It is 

known that any G.c. may be lifted to a G.i. identifying in an equivalence class those 

values of the abstract domain with the same concrete meaning. This process is known 

as veduction of the abstract domain (cf. [21]). 

An upper (lower) closure operator on a poset (C, <) is an operator p: CH C 

which is monotone, idempotent and extensive (reductive), i.e. for all x E A, x < p(x) 

(p(x) Gx). The set of all upper (lower) closure operators on C is denoted by uco(C) 

(Ice(C)). It is well known that for any G.c. (a, C,A, y), xoy E lco(A) and yea E uco(C). 

In the following, we only deal with properties of upper closures, since for lower clo- 

sures the corresponding properties can be retrieved by duality. Each closure operator 

p E uco(C) is uniquely determined by the set of its fixpoints, which is its image, i.e. 

p(C) =fj(p). Let C be a complete lattice. In this case, p E uco(C) is characterized as 

follows: p = 3.~. A {x l fp(p) 1 y bx}. A subset X C_ C is the set of fixpoints of some 

upper closure operator iff X is a Moore-set of C (or, equivalently, a complete meet sub- 

semilattice of C), i.e. X =Mc(X) def {AY ( Y CX} (note that T =A0 E MC(X)). For any 

X 2 C, MC(X) is called the Moore-closure of X in C (dually, dMc(X) ef {VY ( Y C X} 

is called the dual-Moore-closure of X in C). Moreover, if p E #co(C) then its set of 

fixpoints p(C) gives rise to the complete lattice (p(C), <, 2X .p(VcX), A=, Tc, ~(1~)). 

Thus, p(C) is a complete meet subsemilattice (i.e. a Moore-set) of C, while p(C) is 

a complete sublattice of C iff p is additive. The complete lattice of all upper closures 

on a complete lattice C is denoted by (UCO( C), C, LI, n, 1.x. T, i.x.x), where for every 

p, y E uco(C), {pl}iEl C uco(C) and x E C: 

- p C y iff Xc E C. p(x) < q(x), or, equivalently, p 5 q iff q(C) C p(C); 

- (Ll;~,Pi)(x)= X H ‘Ji E I. pi(X) =X; 

- (niEIPi)(x)= Aie[ Pi(‘); 
- Ix. T is the top element, whereas 2x.x is the bottom element. 

It is also known that uco(C) is dual-atomic, where the dual-atoms of #co(C) are all 

and only those closures &, for x E C\(T), defined by &x(C) %f {x, T}, i.e., for any 

YEC, 

More on closure operators can be found in [ 18,21,50,64]. 

2.3. Logic programming notation 

In the following, C, Zl and Var will, respectively, denote a set of function symbols, 

a set of predicate symbols and a denumerable set of variables, defining a fixed first- 

order language 9’. The set of terms and atoms over 9 are denoted by Term and 

Atom, respectively. A goal is a (possibly empty) sequence of atoms (the empty goal is 

denoted by A). A (dejinite) clause is an object h +. bl, . , b,, with n > 0, where h is 

an atom, called the head, and b ,, . . . , b, is a goal, called the body. The set of clauses 
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built from elements of Atom is denoted by Clause. A unit-clause is a clause with an 

empty body. Atoms and unit-clauses will be considered equivalent notions. A (de$nite) 

logic program is a (possibly infinite ‘) set of clauses, and the set of logic programs is 

denoted by Program. s1 --s2 denotes syntactic equality between syntactic objects s1 and 

SZ. Tuples of syntactic objects of the same type (like variables, terms, atoms, etc.) are 

sometimes denoted by S. Sometimes, we will abuse notation by denoting with S both the 

tuple and the set of corresponding syntactic objects. In this case, by x ES we mean any 

element x in the sequence S. The set of variables (predicates) that occur in a syntactic 

object s is denoted by uar(s) (pred(s)). A syntactic object s is ground if oar(s) = 0. 
A substitution is a mapping from Var to Term which acts as the identity almost 

everywhere. A substitution (r is typically specified by its finite set of nontrivial bindings, 

i.e. 0 = {X/G(X) 1 CT(X) # x}. If cs is a substitution then gr(a) denotes the set of variables 

which are grounded by 0, i.e. gr(o) def {X E Var( var(g(x)) = 0}. The application of 

a substitution o to a syntactic object s is denoted by SCJ. The standard composition 

of substitutions 8 and rs is denoted by da, and is defined by 8a def 2x. (x8)a. If 0 

is a set of substitutions, then SO dAf {SO 10 E O}. Sub denotes the set of idempotent 

substitutions. A variable renaming is a (not necessarily idempotent) substitution which 

is a bijection on Var. Given two syntactic objects s and t, t is more general than 

s, denoted s < t, iff there exists a substitution o such that s 5 ta. Syntactic objects s 

and t are equivalent up to renaming, denoted s N t, iff s < t and t $ s. The quotients 

Atom/, and Clause/, turn out to be partially ordered with respect to $ . With abuse of 

notation, they will be still denoted by Atom and Clause. Since all the definitions in the 

paper are independent of syntactic variable names, we will let a syntactic object denote 

its equivalence class by renaming. For a syntactic object s and a set of (equivalence 

classes by renaming of) syntactic objects 1, (cl,. . . ,c,) +ls I (n&O) denotes that 

Cl,..., c, are representatives of elements of I renamed apart from s and from each 

other (i.e., Vi, j E [l,n]. uar(ci) n var(s) = 8 & (i # j + uar(s) n oar(c,)= 8)). If S 

is a set of syntactic objects then ground(S) dAf {s’ /s E S, s’ $ s, uar(s’) = 0) denotes 

the set of ground instances of elements in S. 

The notion of unification can be given in terms of equations and equation solving. An 

equation has the form s = t, where s and t are syntactic objects and = is interpreted as 

syntactic equality. Given a set e of equations, e is unifiable iff there exists a substitution 

0, called unifier, such that for all (s = t) E e, SO 5 ttl. We denote by Unif(e) the 

(possibly empty) set of unifiers of e. We fix a partial function mgu which maps a pair 

of syntactic objects (or a set of equations) into an idempotent most general unifier of 

the pair of objects, if such exists. This is not restrictive, since it is well known that all 

the idempotent mgu’s of a set of equations are equivalent up to renaming (cf. [47]). 

Hence, for a set of equations e, mgu(e) = 0 means that e is unifiable (thus admits a 

’ As usual when reasoning on logic program semantics, we allow a logic program to be infinite. 
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most general unifier) and 8 is an idempotent most general unifier of e, i.e., 0 is an 

idempotent substitution in the set (0 E UniJ’(e) ]V’a’ E Linif(e>. CJ’ < 0). For sequences 

of syntactic objects (81,. . . ,s,,) and (tl,. . . , t,), with n 3 1, myu( (sI,. . . ,s,,), (tl,. . . , fn)) 

is an equivalent notation for myu({s, = tl,. . . ,s, = &}). 

3. The reduced relative power operation 

The reduced cardinal power operation on abstract domains has been introduced by 

Cousot and Cousot in the very last section of their POPL’79 paper (cf. 121, Section 

10.21). The basic idea was that, given a pair of abstract domains Dt and D2, a new 

domain can be systematically derived by considering the lattice of all monotone map- 

pings from DI to D2, i.e., the cardinal power with base DZ and exponent D1. However, 

Cousot and Cousot’s definition and related correctness result [21, Theorem 10.2.0.1] 

were given for a particular collecting concrete domain of program assertions, which 

was a complete Boolean lattice. We carry on the original Cousot and Cousot idea to 

a more general and standard abstract interpretation environment. This turns out to be 

useful in order to provide a better understanding of the potential behind Cousot and 

Cousot’s reduced cardinal power construction as well as to let this construction be 

applicable in the context of abstract interpretation of possibly non Boolean concrete 

domains. 

Definition 3.1. Let D, D1, Dz be posets, 0 : D x D H D be a monotone’ operation, 

>‘I D, H D and x:! : D H 02 be monotone functions. The 

base D2 and exponent DI (w.r.t. D and 0) is the set 

{i.x.xz(d 0 y,(x)) ED, H D2 ( d E D}, partially ordered by 

tion C. 

poset of dependencies with 
drf 

of functions DI +% D2 = 
the pointwise ordering rela- 

These functions i.x.az(d 0 71(x)) from DI to Dz, called dependencies, constitute the 

basic blocks of our approach and generalize analogous objects considered in Cousot 

and Cousot’s reduced cardinal power. Roughly speaking, in an abstract interpreta- 

tion setting, the operation 0 should be thought of as a sort of combinator of con- 

crete denotations. We will see later that the glb is a typical example of such an 

operation, although some nontrivial applications (as that presented in Section 7) may 

require a different and less restrictive kind of concrete combinator. Intuitively, a de- 

pendency E.x. ~z(d o VI(X)) encodes how the abstract domain 02 is able to repre- 

sent the “reaction” of the concrete value d whenever it is combined via 1; with 

an object described by DI. As stated by the following straightforward lemma, the 

very weak hypotheses of Definition 3.1 guarantee that every dependency is 

monotone. 
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Lemma 3.2. D1 ?A 02 5 D1 F% D2. 

Obviously, our basic requirement is that the poset of dependencies actually is a 

correctly defined abstract domain, where every dependency Ix.crz(d 0 yi(x)) is the 

abstraction of the corresponding concrete value d ED. Left-additivity of the operation 0 

(i.e., for any Y C D and x ED, (VY) 0 x= Vyc y y 0 x) suffices to this aim. The 

following notion of semi-quantale incorporates into a unique algebraic structure this 

hypothesis. 

Definition 3.3. A semi-quantale is a structure (D, <,a), where (D, <) is a complete 

lattice and 0 : D x D H D is associative, monotone and left-additive. 

Whenever a semi-quantale plays the role of a concrete domain, we also term it 

concrete semi-quantale. As we will see later, this hypothesis will be sufficient to prove 

the basic results concerning the reduced relative power operation. 

Algebraically, semi-quantales are weaker structures than the well-known quanta& 

which are semantic models of various kinds of logics. Mulvey [52] firstly introduced 

the term quantale in connection with his work on noncommutative C*-algebras. A 

structure (0, <,a) is a quantale if (D, <) is a complete lattice and 0 is associative 

and both left- and right-additive. More recently (cf. [l]), the term quantale is used 

in place of what Mulvey called unitaf quanta/e, i.e., a quantale (D, 6,~)) such that 

there exists a unit element 1 E D such that Vx ED. x 0 1 = 1 0 x =x. We follow the 

terminology of Mulvey [52] and Rosenthal [58] without assuming the existence of 

a unit. With respect to quantales, our semi-quantales require monotonicity and may 

lack right-additivity. Moreover, it should be noted that, in analogy with quantales, we 

do not require commutativity of 0: Later in Example 3.10 and Section 7, we will 

consider noncommutative operations for concrete composition. Left-additivity of 0 in 

semi-quantales allows us to prove the following basic lemma. 

Lemma 3.4. If (D, <,a) is a semi-quantale, DI and 02 are complete lattices, and a2 

is additive, then ~1: D H (Dl+% 02) defined as a(d) dAf Ax.az(d 0 71(x)), is additive 

(and therefore the left-adjoint function of a G.c.). 

Proof. If {di}iEI CD then, by left-additivity of 0, we have 

= lx.a2 i4/,(di O YI(X)) 

= IX. V az(di o Ye). 
iEl 
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Since AX. ViE1 Ez(diOYl(x)) is the pointwise lub in Di +% 02 of {~x.a2(diOyl(x))}i~,, 

this concludes the proof. 0 

We are now ready for the following key definition. 

Definition 3.5. Let (0, <,a) be a semi-quantale, DI and DZ be complete lattices, 

7, : D1 +% D be a monotone function, and (D, ~2, D2, ~2) be a G.c. The reduced relatioe 

power with base D2 and exponent D1 is D1 +% D2, ordered pointwise. 

The following basic result, which is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4, proves 

the correctness of the above definition. 

Theorem 3.6. Under the hypotheses of De$nition 3.5, the map rx : D H (01 +% 02) 

defined as a(d) Ef lx.q(d @y,(x)), is the left-adjoint oj’a Gi. (r,D,Dl ADZ,?). 

Thus, under the basic hypotheses of Definition 3.5, by mapping a concrete value 

d E D to the dependency Ax.cL*(& 0 y,(x)), we actually get a correct abstraction map 

for the reduced relative power. In the following, we will often assume that 71 is the 

right-adjoint in a G.c. (al,D, D,,yl). In this case, D2 and DI are called, respectively, 

the base and exponent abstract domains. In the term “reduced relative power”, the 

adjective “relative” refers to the concrete combinator, while the adjective “reduced’ 

is justified by the fact that DI +% 02 is just the reduction of DI +% 02 w.r.t. the 

G.c. of Lemma 3.4. Since D is assumed to be a complete lattice, by point (v) in 

Section 2.2, D1 +% 02 is a complete lattice too. In particular, the following result 

holds. 

Proposition 3.7. (01 +% D2, L) is a complete lattice, where the lub is dejined point- 
wise, the top is kc.c(~(T~ o y,(x)) and the bottom is Ax.az(iD o y,(x)). 

Proof. Let F ‘Zf {/lx.a2(di Oyl(x))}i,l C_D 1 A D2, for some {di}iEI CD. Then, the 

following equalities show that UF, the pointwise lub of F, belongs to D, +% D2: 

UF = Lx. v Cc2(di 0 y,(x)) 
iEl 

= 2x.q V (4 0 YI (xl> 
iE I > 

Moreover, it is immediate to see that Ax.cr;?(T~ 0 y,(x)) and J”x.c(z( ID 0 71 (x)) are, 

respectively, the top and the bottom in DI +% D2. Cl 
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Of course, whenever 0 is the glb A of D, to ask for (0, 6, A) to be a semi- 

quantale in Definition 3.5 corresponds to require that (D, -<) is a cHa. In this case, 

a dependency %x. az(d A y, (x)) E D1 AD2 is called a meet-dependency. Further, note 

that when 0 = V, (D, 6, V) is trivially a semi-quantale. 

The Cousot and Cousot reduced cardinal power can be retrieved as an instance of 

Definition 3.5, where the concrete semi-quantale is (&j(X), C , n), for some set X. In 

fact, their concrete domain of program assertions (VU++ {f&e, true},+) (cf. [21]) 

is isomorphic to (m( Vur), C), where the logical conjunction of program assertions 

simply amounts to set-intersection, Definition 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 provide the right 

generalization of Cousot and Cousot’s original definition of reduced cardinal power 

and related correctness result [21, Theorem 10.2.0.1]. When the concrete quantale 

is (w(X), c, n ), it is possible to provide an explicit characterization for the right- 

adjoint map in the G.c. of Lemma 3.4, and therefore for the concretization map y of 

Theorem 3.6 (a dual formulation can be obtained whenever the order is super-inclusion 

and o is set-union). 

Proposition 3.8. Let (~J(X), C, n ) be the concrete quuntale, for some set X, and 

(al, ~J(X),DI,~~) and (~2, @(X),Dz,yz) be two G.c.‘s. Then, the right-adjoint of cx 

in Lemma 3.4 is the function y : (01 +%D2)++D dejnedas ~(f)~&~ {zEXIVXEE,. 

(a1({z>) d I x) =+ (~2({Z)> G2 f(x))). 

Proof. Let us show that a(S)c f ti SCy(f), for any SE p(X) and f EQ AD2. 

(+) Let z E S, and let us show that z E y( f ). Assume that x E DI and @i({z>) d I x. 

Then, z E yl(x). By hypothesis, a~(Sny~(x)) <2 f (x), and therefore, x2((z)) 62 

a2(s f- 744) G2 .f(G 

(e) Firstly, note that if T S y(f) then ‘do E DI. (al(T) d I X) * (@z(T) 62 .f(x)). 

In fact, if XE DI and al(T) 61 x then Vt E T. @l<(t)> 61 x; hem, ‘h E T. az({t}) 

~2 ,f(x), which in turn implies Q(T) 62 f(x). Now, we want to prove that ‘$J E 

Do. ~t~(snr~(y)) <2 f(y). If JJEDI then sny~(y)CS~y(f). Thus, we get b’xE 

Do. (ctI(Snyl(y)) dlx) + (a&Snyl(y)) <2 f(x)). From this, since @l(Sn~(y)) 

<l al(yl(y)) 6l Y, we get (xz(S~Y~(Y)) GZ~(.Y), as desired. 0 

Let us remark that the characterization of the concretization map provided by 

Proposition 3.8 follows the intuition. In fact, it would not be too difficult to see that for 

any ,f EDI ADZ, ~(~)=U{S~X)VXEDI. (cII(S)<IX)~(CC~(S)<~ f(x))} holds; 

further, the above proof also shows that Vx E DI . (al (y( f )) ,< I x) + (a2(y( f )) < 2 f(x)). 

Thus, a given function f E DI +!% D2 represents precisely the greatest concrete value 

SE f&Y), such that for any input element x of D I, if the abstraction of S in DI is 

more precise than x then the abstraction of S in 02 is more precise than the output 

obtained by applying f to x. 

The following simple example, which formalizes that sketched in the introduction, 

illustrates how the reduced relative power actually works. In this case, our construction 

boils down to the Cousot and Cousot reduced cardinal power. 
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Example 3.9. Consider the abstract domains Sign and Parity for sign and parity anal- 

ysis of integer variables already depicted in Fig. 1. The corresponding G.i.‘s are 

(clS, p(Z),Sign,y,y) and (q,,, p(z>,Parity,y,,), w h ere the obvious abstraction and con- 

cretization mappings are as follows. 

I 
I, if S=0, 

I + if 0#S&{yEZjy>O}, 
%(S) = 

- if 0#S~{yEZIy<O}, 

\ T, otherwise, 

I 0 if x=&, 

rs(x) = I {yEZjy>O} ifx=+, 

{yE.Z)y<O) ifx=-, 

I ev if 0#Sc{yEZ(y is even}, 
q(S) = 

od if 0 #S L {_y E Z / y is odd}, 

I Tp otherwise. 

if x = I,, 

{yEZj y is even} if x=ezl, 
y/Ax) = 

{yEZj y is odd} if x=od, 

b if x = TP. 

Here, the concrete (semi-)quantale is (&I(Z), C, fl). Sign A Parity is therefore given 

by the set of functions {Lx. q(S n 7$(x)) E Sign F% Parity ) S E p(Z)}, and, by 

Theorem 3.6, it is related by the G.i. (CC, @(Z),Siqn A Parity,?) to the concrete do- 

main f~(z). It turns out that Sign +% Purity is able to represent several sets of integers 

which are representable neither in Sign nor in Parity. For example, Sign A Parity 

represents the following sets of integers: 
_ The value 0: 
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Fig. 2. The abstract domain Par(r). 

- The positive and even integers: 

i 

++I, 
~x.ct,({xEZIxx>, x even}rly&))= + Hev +-L {xEZIx>O,x even}. 

-L ++lp 

- The positive or even integers: 

Ax. txp( {x E B 1 x > 0 or x even} fl ys(x)) = 

- Hev 
= IT t-5 {xEZIx>O or x even}. + 

P 

J-s f-+lp 

For instance, the dependency f sf Ilx . ap( { 0} n y,(x)) gives ev only when the argument 

is T, (that represents any integer), while gives I, otherwise. Thus, this function de- 

fines the greatest set of integers which, once intersected with Z gives a set of even 

numbers (i.e. it may only contain even numbers), and, once intersected with the set 

of either positive or negative integers gives the empty set. Clearly, this means that 

y(f) = (0). On the other hand, that y(f) = (0) can also be easily verified by exploit- 

ing Proposition 3.8. 

The next example shows how reduced relative power can be defined relatively to 

a concrete semi-quantale (D, <, a), where @ is not commutative. A further relevant 

application showing the importance of our generalized approach will be discussed later 

in Section 7. 

Example 3.10. Consider the set e of finite-length lists, where the elements of a list 

range over a family of types r (111 denotes the length of a list I). The abstract 

domain Par(T) in Fig. 2, parametric on the type XE r, expresses the following 
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uniform property of lists: For a list I, either its even or its odd position elements 

have type z. It is routine to prove that the following map 7 gives rise to a G.i. 

‘0 if x=0, 

{IEeIv’iE[1,(1)]. I(i)Ez} if x = r, 

y(x)= ( {I~eIVi~[1,11/]. imod2=O+f(i)Er} ifx=rP,., 

(IE!~V~~‘E[~,III]. imod2#O+I(i)Ez} ifx=rod, 

\/ ifx=T. 

Consider the operation of concatenation @ : p(t) x g(t) + p(t) such that for any 

two sets of lists A,B E y(G), A @ BdAf { 1 :: 1’ / 1 EA, 1’ E B}, where :: is the ordinary 

list concatenation. Obviously, (f~(e), C_, @) is a quantale, where the singleton set con- 

taining the empty list is a unit and where, for any A E @J(d), A @ 0 = 0 = 0 @A. By 

Theorem 3.6, we can consider the reduced relative power Par(t) a Par(r). Then, a 

number of properties of lists can be characterized as elements in Par(z) aPar( 

For instance, it is easy to check that: 

- The set of all the lists of odd-length having odd-position elements of type r is 

represented by the dependency {T H T, r’,, cj rod, rOd t-f T, z H r,,d, I H 1); 

- The set of all the lists of even-length having odd-position elements of type T is 

represented by the dependency {T HT,~,,HT,o,~H~~~,T~H~,,IH~}. 

The following result shows that if the concrete semi-quantale (D, d, 0) has a right- 

unit, i.e., there exists 1 ED such that Vx E D.x 0 1 =x, and DI represents this unit, i.e., 

there exists 1” E DI such that yl(l”) = 1, then, by mapping a dependency Ax.~x(d o 

y,(x)) to I, 02 can be viewed as a coherent abstraction of DI 6% D2. Thus, 

according to a general approach proposed in [29,37], DI +% 02 turns out to be a 

rejinement of Dz, i.e., DI +% 02 represents at least all the information represented 

by D2. 

Proposition 3.11. Let (0, 6,~) be a semi-quuntule with a right-unit 1 ED, and (cY,, 

D,D!,y,), (cQ,D,D~,~~) be G.c.‘s such that there exists 1” EDI with yl(l’)=l. Then, 

(c(,D, +%D2,02,7) is a G.c., where,fbr ull dED and y~D2, ji(1x.a2(dOY1(x)))d&f 

@2(d) and Yang ,Ix.a~(yz(y) 0 PI). Further, (~(2, D, D2, ~2) is the composition of 

(x,D,D, ?+Dz,~) and (E,Dl AD2,02,Ij). 

Proof. First, observe that ~5 is well-defined, namely, if ix.xz(d 0~1 (x)) = %x.z2(e 0 

yi(x)), for d,eED, then CL2(d)=Ct2(dO~,(1~))=012(eOYl(ls))=clz(e), i.e. c(flx. 

~~~(d~~,(x)))=~~(E,x.~~(e~~~(x))).Thus, let us show that for any d E D and YE D2, 
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ji(~x.a2(dOy,(~)))6~~(j~~x.~~(dO~,(x))~Y(~), i.e. az(d)d2yeJ~x.C(2(dOYl(x)) 

c Ix.a2(Yz(Y) 0 n(x)). 

(=+) From e2(d) <2 y we get d <<ye. Thus, if x E DI then xz(d 0 YI(~)) 62 ~z(Yz(.Y) 

0 n(x)). 

(e) For x=1’, we get a2(d)=c12(dOYl(lg))<2 tl2(~2(~)01/1(1’))=a2(Y2(Y)). 

Hence, by applying ~2, we have d ~Yz(~2(d>>~Y2(a2(r2(u))). But, by (i> in Set- 

tion 2.2, ~~(cQ(~~(JJ)))=Y~(Y), from which az(d)Gz Y follows. 
Since a2 =Z o M trivially holds, we also get the last statement of composition. 0 

The following is a consequence of Proposition 3.11 specialised to meet-dependencies. 

Corollary 3.12. Let D be a cHa and let (x,,D,D~,yl) and (~x2,0,02,y2) be G.c.‘s. 

Then, (cl,D, &D2,D2,;L’) is a G.c., where, for any dED and y~D2, E(kx.a2(dA 

yl(x)))%ff2(d) and ~~(Y)~~~;~x.c(~(Y~(Y)/\YI(x)). 

Proof. If D is a cHa then (D, 6, A) is a unital quantale, having TO as unit. Moreover, 

since (~(1, D,Dl, yl) is a G.c. then, by (ii) in Section 2.2, ye = TO holds. Therefore, 

the thesis follows by Proposition 3.11. q 

4. Additive dependencies 

In general, for a concrete semi-quantale (D, <, O), from a lattice-theoretic point 

of view, dependencies in D1 +% 02 are merely monotone functions. In this section, 

we give sufficient conditions guaranteeing that DI F% D2 is included in, or even iso- 

morphic to, D1 +%D2, i.e. the complete lattice of all additive functions from DI 
to D2. Our results also permit to give a precise relationship between the operations 

of reduced relative power and tensor product in abstract interpretation, 3 a prob- 

lem already raised by Nielson [54, p. 1241 for Cousot and Cousot’s reduced car- 

dinal power. In fact, the tensor product 4 D1 ~53 02 of two complete lattices DI and 

02 is (isomorphic to) the complete lattice (01 & Dy’)‘P (cf. [6,54,61]). Thus, we 

also have that D1 F% 02 = (01~3 DT)oP. Therefore, by duality, every known result 

for the tensor product also holds for the space of additive functions. For instance, it 

is known (cf. [61, Theorems 2.6 and 4.61) that D, @D2 is a completely distributive 

(Boolean) lattice iff DI and 02 are completely distributive (Boolean) lattices. Thus, 

as a sample consequence, this would permit to apply the efficient methods discussed 

3 See e.g. [X-57] for some applications of the tensor product in abstract interpretation. 
4 See [54,61] for other equivalent definitions of tensor product. 
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in [62] for immediate fixpoint computation (which are typically useful in static pro- 

gram analysis), that are based on certain algebraic properties of distributive (Boolean) 

lattices. 

As shown by the next example, in general DI +f% D2 is not a subset of DI & D2. 

Example 4.1. Consider the reduced relative power Sign & Purity of Example 3.9. 

In this case, it turns out that f d”f dx.oc,( (0) n ~Jx)) 4 Sign +% Purity: In fact, 

.f‘(+V,s-)=j’TF)=eu, whilst ,f(+)V,f(-)=Ip. 

We say that a G.c. @,D,A,y) between complete lattices is udditive if y is additive, 

or, equivalently, if y o 2 is an additive (upper) closure operator on D - by contrast, 

recall that CI is always additive. If (a, D,A, y) is additive, then A is called a disjunctive 
abstract domain (cf. [21]). In this case, as recalled in Section 2.2, A?’ y(cx(D)) is 

a complete sublattice of D. It is well known since [21] that every abstract domain 

can be lifted to its disjunctive completion: Examples of disjunctive completions can 

be found, e.g. in [22,24,30,39,42,43]. The interest in abstract interpretation based on 

disjunctive domains is clear: Disjunctive abstract domains allow a precise interpretation 

for disjunction, i.e. concrete and abstract lub’s coincide up to isomorphic representation 

of domain objects, and this is essential for a precise abstraction of multiple computation 

paths (e.g. in functional and logic programming). In our case, when the exponent 

abstract domain is disjunctive, it turns out that every dependency actually is an additive 

function, i.e. DI a D? C D1 A D2. 

Proposition 4.2. rf’ (0, < , 0) is u quantale and (al, D, D1 ,;>I) is an additive G. c., then 

DI F% 02 is u complete join subsemiluttice oj’ DI +-L D2. 

Proof. By hypothesis, 0 is both left- and right-additive. The following equalities show 

that each dependency is additive. If d E D and {xi}ic, C DI, then 

= ~2 
( 

V(dayI(x,)) 
iE/ ) 

=;; dd 0 n(xi)). 

As recalled in Section 2.1, lub’s in DI +L 02 are pointwise. Thus, by Proposition 3.7, 

Di & 02 is a complete join subsemilattice of D1 AD2. 0 

It is worth remarking that the inclusion of DI +% D2 in DI A D2, given by 

Proposition 4.2, is in general strict, as shown by the following example. 
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Example 4.3. Consider the following standard abstract domain Sign*’ for sign analysis 

of integer variables [20,2 I]: 

-4 
Sign** 

(4 a@), Sign*‘, y) is an additive G.i., where the abstraction and concretization maps 

are as follows (Z,,, Z,o, Z<O, Z<O, and Z+o denote, respectively, the sets of positive, 

nonnegative, negative, nonpositive, and nonzero integer numbers). 

a(S) = 

L if S = 0, 

0 if S = {0}, 

+ if 0#SGZ,0, 

0+ if {O}cS~Z~0, 

- if 0#SSZ,0, 
-0 if {O}cSCZQO, 

#O if S5+0, snz,,#0, snZ,o#O, 

. T, otherwise, 

0 if x = I,, 

(0) ifx=O, 

Z ,O ifx=+, 

/ 

z 
y(x)= Z 

ao ifx=O+, 

<o ifx=-, 

Z CO if x = -0, 

&LO if x=#O, 

Z if x=T,. 

By Proposition 4.2, Sign&’ can be combined with the domain Parity, defined in Ex- 

ample 3.9, so that Sign*O +% Parity C Sign*’ +% Parity. This inclusion turns out to 

be strict. In fact, consider f : Sign*‘& Parity defined by 

IP if x=&, 

f(X)Ef od if x = 0, 

Tp otherwise. 

It turns out that f 4 Sign*’ A Parity: In fact, for any S C Z, olp(S n y(O)) # od. 
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As a first hypothesis, in the following, we will only consider meet-dependencies, i.e., 

we will assume that the concrete semi-quantale is a cHa (0, <,A), that 1’1 : D, H D 

is a monotone map, and that (1x1, D,Dz, ~2) is a G.c. 

It is known from Shmuely’s paper [61, Theorem 2.51 that for any two complete 

lattices D, and D2, any function in the tensor product D1 8 02 can be generated 

as a lub (in Dl 6~ 02) of a suitable set of functions belonging to the so-called ba- 

sis of the tensor product, which is a certain subset B(D, 8 D2) g D, 63 D2. Since 

D, @~D;p=(D, ADZ) “P, by duality, we have that any additive function f E DI & 02 

can be generated as a glb in DI A 02 (i.e. lub in D, @ 04”) of a suitable subset 

of a(D, @Dl’), where B(D, 8 0;“) C_ D, A D2. In the following, we will denote 

B(D, ~3 0;“) simply by 39(D,, Dz). From the definition of basis of the tensor product 

given by Shmuely [61], by duality, we have that .%(D,,D2)d~ {Cs ED, &t D2 1 a ED,, 

b E Dz}, where for any a,x E D, and b E D2: 

i ifx=i, 

&x) Ef b if I<x<a, 

T ifxda. 

It is an easy task to show that any e,b actually is an additive function in D, ~5 D2, 

and that for any {6$}iE, C .@(D,,Dz), the pointwise lub is given by uiE1 /% = fx;Ei ii. 

Notice also that if e,b E B(D,,Dz) then eg E B(Dz, 0,). Moreover, any t!,b induces a 

G.c. (& D,,D2,(c!,h)-), and it would not be too difficult to prove that (/i)- =/g. 

In our context, these additive functions e,b E SY(D,,Dz) play the role of (meet) gen- 

erators of D, +-% D2 (recall that, in general, the meet in D, A 02 is not defined 

pointwise). The following result provides a sufficient condition ensuring that any gen- 

erator in B(D, , 02 ) is a meet dependency in D, A D2. 

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that ?I is strict and, fbr any a ED,, b E D2, there exists di ED 

such that: (a) VXED,.LD, <xQu+cQ(~~AY,(x))= b and (b) VXE D,. x6 a+ 

m(d:A y,(x)) = 31,. Then, B(D,,D2) C D, +!k D2, 

Proof. For any 8: E B(D,, 02 ), the hypotheses straight imply that /t = i.x. zz(di A 

Y,(X)). 0 

The strictness condition for yi (i.e. ]‘I(&) = 10) provides here a sufficient condition 

in order that J_x.c~~(~~ A y, (x)) is a strict function. This is a quite reasonable condition, 

saying that 1~ is the only concrete object whose abstraction in D, is the bottom. 

The key point in order to include GJ(D,, 02) into D, &+ DZ is therefore the existence 

of concrete values di ED for which conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 4.4 are verified. 

A sufficient condition for the existence of such elements is given by the following 

result. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let (al, D,D,, ~1) be a G.c., and assume that the following conditions 

hold: 

(i) D1 is a cBa, 

(ii) yi is strict, 

(iii) YX E DI .Vy E DZ .x # ID, + a2(yl(x) A y2(y)) = y. 

Then, 5?(Dl,Dz)SD1 AD,. 

Proof. We have to prove that for any a E D1 and b E D2, &,b E DI ?-+ D2. Let a E DI 

and b E D2, and define d,bdef ~,(a*) Vy2(b) E D. Recall that a* denotes the unique 

complement of a in the cBa DI. We show that such d,b satisfies the hypotheses of 

Lemma 4.4. Assume that IO, <x <a. Note that in a Boolean lattice, if x 6a then 

x A a* = I: This holds because x A a* <a A a* = 1. Then, we have that 

az(d: A Y,(X)) = 

c/z((yl(a*) v y2(b)) A y,(x)) = (by distributivity and co-additivity of yi) 

az(yl(a* Ax) V (y,(x) A 72(b))) = (since a* Ax = ID, ) 

XZ(YI(~D, ) V (R(X) A 72(b))) = (by strictness of ~1) 

c9(yl(x) A yz(b)) = (by hypothesis (iii)) 

6. 

Assume that x $ a. By distributivity of D and co-additivity of yi, we have that az(d,b A 

y,(x)) = az((yl(x) A yz(b)) V yl(a* Ax)). Thus, uz(dt Ayl(x))>%(yl(a* Ax)). Note 

that, because D1 is Boolean, a* Ax = ID, implies x <a** = a. Hence, a* Ax = ID, iff 

x da. Then, because x 6 a, we have a* Ax # ID,. Moreover, since, by G.c., y2(To2)= 

TD, we have that ~(yi(a* Ax))=c/~(Y,(~* Ax)/iyl(T~~)). Thus, by (iii) and since 

a* Ax#&,, we get ?2(yl(a* Ax))= TD>, and therefore zx(di Ayl(x))= TD*. q 

Hence, this result provides sufficient conditions in order that any additive func- 

tion in D1 A 02 can be constructed as a glb in D1 A 02 of dependencies belong- 

ing to D1 +-% D2, However, it should be noted that, in general, Dl +% 02 is not a 

meet subsemilattice of D1 F% D2, and therefore @Dl,Dz) C DI I-% 02 does not imply 

that D1 +% 02 contains D1 t-f+ D2. On the other hand, if Dl +% 02 C Dl &+ 02 (by 

Proposition 4.2, this happens, e.g., whenever D1 is disjunctive), then under the hy- 

potheses of the above result any dependency in DI F% D2 can be represented as a glb 
in D1 &+ D2 of dependencies in ~(DI, 02). 

In the following, for any a E Dl and b E D2, d,b will denote a generic element of 

D as built in the proof of Theorem 4.5, i.e. dj: dAf ?~(a*) V yz(b). Notice that requiring 

D1 to be Boolean in Theorem 4.5 is crucial. In fact, the weaker notion of relative 

pseudocomplementation (or even pseudocomplementation) is not sufficient, as shown 

in Example 4.6 below. Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 4.5 it is needed that for all 
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aED,, a=a”*, and it is well known (cf. [41]) that for a pseudocomplemented lattice 

this holds if and only if DI is Boolean. Actually, the following example shows that 

condition (i) in Theorem 4.5 is tight. 

Example 4.6. Consider the following abstract domain Siy#‘. 

(Lx, ~J(Z),Signf”,” ) . ,J IS an additive G.i. (actually, it turns out that Sign+’ is the dis- 

junctive completion of the domain Sign in Example 3.9), where y is the restriction on 

Sign+’ of the concretization defined in Example 4.3. Sign+’ is evidently distributive 

(and therefore, since it is finite, a cHa), and, together with Parity of Example 3.9, it 

satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.5. However, Signf’ is not Boolean: In 

fact, # 0 does not admit a complement. It turns out that Sign+’ A Parity does not 

contain W(Sign f”, Parity). In particular, the generator 

I”‘;b(x) = 

i 

does not belong 

1, if x = _L,, 

ev if I<x< #O, 

% if x = T, 

to Sign+’ A Parity. 

Fact 4.7. !yo @ Signf’ +% Parity. 

Proof. Assume by contradiction that 8yo E Sign’O A Parity. Thus, there exists S C Z 

such that xJS n y(# 0)) = eu and q,(S II y(TF)) = Tp. Then, we have 

up(Sn:l(TY)) = (since y(T,)=Z=y(# O)u{O}) 

qSn(Y(# O)U{Ol)) = 

~J(Sn~ff O))u(Sn (0))) = 

r,(Sny(f O))Vrp(Sn{ 0}) = (since 3(?(S nr(# 0))= ec) 

euVcip(Sfl{O}) = (since W~Z.oc,(Sn{O})~eu) 

et! 

which is a contradiction. 0 
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Thus, we conclude that 93(Signfo, Parity) e Sign#’ F% Parity, and therefore, by Propo- 

sition 4.2, Sign+’ +-% Parity c Sign+’ Q-+ Parity. 

The following easy lemma shows some properties concerning distributivity and com- 

plementation. This lemma will be useful later. 

Lemma 4.0. Let D and A be complete lattices and (a, D,A, y) be an additive G.i. 

(1) rf D is (completely meet-)distributive then A is (completely meet-)distributive. 

(2) If a* E A is a complement of a E A then y(a*) f D is a complement of y(a) ED. 

Proof. (1) We prove only the completely meet-distributive case. The noncomplete one 

is analogous. Let x E A and Y C A: 

x A (VY) = a(y(x A (VY))) 

= ‘424x) A MY))) 

(2) We have to prove that y(a) A y(a*)= J-0 and y(a) V y(a*) = TO. Notice that 

additivity of y implies strictness of y. By co-additivity and strictness of y, y(a) A y(a*) = 
?(a A a*) = y(l~) = _Lo. By additivity of y, y(a) V y(a*) = y(a V a*) = I = TO. q 

Let us remark that in Theorem 4.5, as well as in Lemma 4.4, it is not required that 

D1 is disjunctive. Note however that if (aI, D, D1, ~1) is additive, then the strictness 

condition (ii) always holds. Moreover, in this case, by Lemma 4.8( 1 ), D1 is a cHa, and, 

in particular, it is pseudocomplemented. Thus, in order to verify that D1 is Boolean (i.e., 

condition (i) of Theorem 4.5) it is sufficient to check whether pseudocomplementation 

in D1 is idempotent. 

Condition (iii) of Theorem 4.5 gives a constraint on the interaction between the 

abstract domains D1 and D2. One consequence of condition (iii) is that 02 rep- 

resents no information on the (non-bottom) abstract values of D,, i.e., Vx E DI \ 

(10, } .az(yI(x)) = TD,. We can observe that while condition (iii) is satisfied for the 

abstract domains D1 =Sign and D2 = Parity of Example 3.9, it does not hold if Sign 
is replaced by Sign*’ of Example 4.3: In fact, az(yl(O)n ya(od)) = I, # od. This 
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is consistent with Example 4.3, where it is shown that Sign*‘+% Parity does not 

contain the generator etd E B(Sign *’ Parity) (denoted by f in that example). Since , 

Sign*’ and Purity both satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.5, this observa- 

tion also implies the tightness of condition (iii) in Theorem 4.5. On the other hand, 

Parity ASign contains the whole set of generators of Parity A Sign, as shown by 

the next example. 

Example 4.9. Consider the abstract domains Sign and Parity of Example 3.9. It is 

easy to prove that Sign is the only domain among Sign, Signf’, and Sign*’ sat- 

isfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4.5, whenever joined, either as base or as 

exponent, with Parity. However, note that, while Sign F% Parity contains, by The- 

orem 4.5, the generators of Sign +f+ Parity, it may also contain nonadditive func- 

tions (see Example 4.1). On the other hand, since (up, m(Z), Parity, yp) is an additive 

G.i., by Proposition 4.2, we have that Parity A Sign C Parity A Sign. Moreover, by 

Theorem 4.5, Parity A Sign also contains all the generators of Parity&Sign. The 

generators are here all constructed as dependencies by using the following sets of 

integer numbers di dsf ;lJa*) U y,(b), for CI E Parity and h E Sign: 

d$={xEZIx>O}, d,p={xEZ(x<O}, 

d;:={xEZIx odd}, di={xEZJx even}, 

d;,={xEZIx odd}u{xEZIx>O}, d,={xEZlx odd}u{x&Ix<O}, 

d,+,={xEZIx even}U{xEZIx>O}, d,={xEZ(x even}U{xEZ(x<O}. 

Any dependency in Parity A Sign can be represented as a glb of Parity &+ Sign 

of some generators. For instance, the dependency Ax. M,~({ - 1,2} n y,(x)) = { Tp ++ rS, 
eu H +,od H -, I, H Is} is the glb - in this case pointwise - of the generators 

2x.x&&n Y,(X)) = {T. HT,,euH+,odHTp,_LpHIS} and kx.Qd,dny,(x))= 
{Tp’-‘T,,euHT,,od~-,ipHIS}. 

Let us assume that (D, <D) = (m(X), 2 ), f or some set X. In this case, under the hy- 

potheses of Theorem 4.5, the next result shows that for any a E DI and b E D2, the con- 

cretization of the generator tt is given by y($) = yi (a*) U y*(b). This gives a logical 

counterpart to generators: In fact, since, by Lemma 4.8, y1 (a*) U yz(b) = y,(a) U yz(b), 
any /,b represents precisely the classical implicational relation x E yi (a) +x E y*(b). 

Lemma 4.10. Let (p(X), C), f or some set X, be the concrete domain, (~1, p(X), DI, 
~1) be an additive G.i., and (~2, ~J(X), Dz, ~2) be a G.i. Let us assume that 
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conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4.5 are satisJed. Then, for any a E D1 and b E Dz, 

y(& = y1 (a*) U yz(b). 

Proof. Firstly, observe that by Lemma 4.8(l), D1 is a cHa. By definition, y(/,b) is 

the largest set in g(X) such that 1,x. xz(y(t,b) n yt (x)) = e,“. Moreover, by the proof 

of Theorem 4.5, ,Ix.az((yt(a*) U ys(b)) n yl(x)) = /,b. Thus, assume, by contradiction, 

that Yl(a*)Uy2(b)cy(e,b). Hence, if ddAfY(/,b)\(Yl(a*)Uy2(b)), then d#B. Since, by 

hypothesis, D1 is Boolean and (a,, g(X), Dl, yl) is additive, by Lemma 4.8(2), for any 

XED,, yl(x*)=yl(x). Moreover, yt(lD,)=O holds. Also, from dny~(a*)=@, we get 

d C yl(a). Further, a # I, otherwise yl(a*) = yl(a) =X, which implies d n ?~(a*)= d 

# 0, which would be a contradiction. We have that az(y(e,b) n 71 (a)) = e,b(a) = b. Thus, 

the following equalities hold: 

b = drV,b> n YI (a)) 

= a2((dUyl(a*)Uy2(b))n~1(a)) 

= a((dnrl(a))u(yl(a*)nyl(a))U(y2(b)nrl(a))) 

= d(d n n(a)) u (n(b) n Yl(Q))) 

= az(d n ~d4> v 444 n 144) 

= a2(dnyl(a))vb. 

Hence, az(d n yl(a)) d b, from which yz(az(d n y,(u))) C yz(b). Since d C y,(u), we get 

y2(a2(d)) C y2(b), which implies that d & y2(b). Then, since d = d n yz(b) = 8, we get 

a contradiction by the fact that d # 0. 0 

The last result of this section shows that under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.10, if 

D1 is an atomic cBa - as recalled in Section 2.1, this means that D, is isomorphic to 

a powerset (@(Y),(I), f or some set Y - then D1 F% 02 = DI F% D2, and therefore, 

since both are ordered pointwise, they actually are the same complete lattice. 

Theorem 4.11. Assume that the hypotheses in Lemma 4.10 hold and that DI is an 

atomic cBu. Then, D,& 02 = D1 A D2. 

Proof. First, notice that condition (i) in Theorem 4.5 is satisfied (since yt is additive). 

Then, by Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.5, we have that %~(DI, 02) C D1 +% D2 C 
D1 F% D2. We prove that DI AD2 C DI +%D2. Let f E D1 ADZ. Recall that At(D1) 

denotes the set of all the atoms of DI . We prove that f = fl {d,fCa’ ) a E At(D, )}, where 

fl is the ylb in D1 +% D2. By Lemma 4.10, we know that for any a E DI and b E Dz, 
y(e,b)=yt(u*)U~~(b). Recall that (a,D,D, ?+ D2,y) is a G.i. Also, observe that for 
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any x, y E At(D, ), if x # y then x < y*: In fact, x A y = lo, implies x < y*. Then, for 

any x ~,4t(Dr), we have 

(rl{trcU) 1 a E At(Dl)})(x) = (since a 0 y = id) (1 

a(r(n{ Cl’“’ ( a E At(D, )}))(x) = (by co-additivity of 7) 

cC( n {#,““‘) 1 a E ‘4t(D, >}>(x) = 

32 

( 

at$ ,(;~(a*) u yz(f(a))) n y,(x) 
) 

= (by co-additivity of yt ) 

a2 

( 

aEfiD,)(71(a* Ax)U(1~2(f(a))nl;1(~))) 

1 

= (since x#a*a* Ax=x) 

~1~(72(J’(x))n;,(x)) = (since x # I, and by (iii) of 

Theorem 4.5) 

.f (x). 

Hence, the functions f and n{FL’“’ 1 a E At(Q )} coincide on At(DI). Since any addi- 

tive function on an atomic complete lattice is clearly determined by its values on the 

atoms, actually we get f = n {/af‘(‘) 1 a E At(DI )}, and therefore f E D1 +% D2, thus 

concluding the proof. q 

Example 4.12. The base Parity and the exponent Sign (both in Example 3.9) satisfy all 

the hypotheses of Theorem 4.11. Thus, Parity F% Sign = Parity A Sign. In particular, 

Parity A Sign = (Purity 18 Sign’P >“P also holds. As a sample consequence of this fact, 

since both Parity and Sign are finite cBa’s, we get that Purity ASign is a finite cBa 

as well. Actually, (the image of) Parity ASign (in $J(Z)) can be easily computed 

by considering the closure by intersection of all the elements d$ for a E Parity and 

h~Sign, of Example 4.9. 

5. Autodependencies 

An important case of reduced relative power of abstract domains is given whenever 

the base and exponent domains coincide. In this case, the functions in the reduced 

relative power are called autodependencies. 

Definition 5.1. Let (D, 6,~)) be a semi-quantale and (a, D,A, 7) be a G.c. The lattice 

of autodependencies of A is A a A. 

Thus, AaAdef{2x.cz(da”/(x))EA +!% A 1 d E D}. In the following, we adopt a more 

concise notation and denote A aA by Dep,(A). Note that Dep,(A) is precisely 
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the set of all the best correct approximations’ of the family of concrete operators 

{ix.d Ox}d E D SD +!% D. By Proposition 3.7, Dep,(A) is a complete lattice w.r.t. the 

pointwise ordering &, where the lub is defined pointwise, the top is Ix. ~(TD @ y(x)), 

and the bottom is lx.cr(_L~ 0 y(x)). We denote by (cc’,D, Depo(A), yb) the G.i. of 

Dep,(A) in A given by Theorem 3.6. Also, note that, under the hypotheses of 

Proposition 3.11, Dep,(A) is a refinement of A. 

Autodependencies on an abstract domain constitute an important case of study, be- 

cause, under certain hypotheses, Dep,(A) coincides with well-known function spaces. 

As a first result, when @ is an idempotent - i.e., Vx.x 0 x =x - lower (upper) bound 
_ i.e., Vx, y.x 0 y <x, y (x, y <x 0 y) - on D, we have that each autodependency is a 

lower (upper) closure operator on A. 

Theorem 5.2. Let (D, 6, 0 ) be a semi-quantale such that o is idempotent and let 
(a,D,A,y) be a G.c. 

(i) If 0 is a lower bound then Dep o (A) is a complete join subsemilattice of lco(A). 
(ii) If (CC, D,A, y) is a G.i. and o is an upper bound such that for any d, d’ E D, 

d 0 y(cc(d’)) < y(a(d 0 d’)), then Dep o (A) is a complete join subsemilattice of 

uco(A). 

Proof. (i) We show that for any d ED, Ix.cc(d 0 y(x)) E Zco(A). Monotonicity is given 

by Lemma 3.2. ldempotency is proved as follows: 

a(d o y(x)) = a((d 0 d) 0 Y(X)) 

= a(d o (d 0 y(x))) 

< a(d o y(4d 0 y(x)))) 

< a(y(a(d 0 y(x)))) 

= a(d 0 y(x)). 

Finally, since o is a lower bound, a(d 0 y(x))da(y(x))<x, which proves reductivity. 

Further, Dep, (A) is a complete join subsemilattice of /co(A), since in both lattices 

the lub is defined pointwise (cf. Proposition 3.7). 

(ii) We show that for any d ED, Ix.a(d 0 y(x)) E uco(A). Monotonicity is given by 

Lemma 3.2. The following inequalities show the idempotency: 

cr(d o y(cr(d o y(x)))) < m(y(a(d 0 (d 0 Y(X))))) 

= cr(d o (d 0 Y(X))) 

< cr(d a y(a(d 0 Y(X)))). 

5 If (a, D, A,?) is a G.c. and f : D H D, then the best correct approximation of f in A is defined as 

r*ofop:A~A(cf. [21]). 
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Since u o y = id and 0 is an upper bound, x = X(?(X)) G a(d 0 y(x)), which proves 

extensivity. Finally, since the lub in Dep o (A) is pointwise, Dep o (A) is a complete 

join subsemilattice of uco(A) (although the lub in uco(A), in general, is not pointwise). 

0 

In the following, we consider 0 either as the ylb or as the lub of D. Therefore, 

in the former case, when o = A, the concrete domain D is a cHa. A generic function 

in Dep,,(A) (Dep,(A)) is called a meet-autodependency (join-tiutodependency). It is 

easy to show that in such cases the hypotheses for 0 in Theorem 5.2 are satisfied. 

Corollary 5.3. Let (a,D,A,y) be a G.c. 
(i) If D is a cHa then Dep,(A) is a complete join subsemilattice of Zco(A). 

(ii) [f (x, D, A, y) is a G.i. then Dep”(A) is a complete join subsemilattice of uco(A). 

Proof. (i) This follows by Theorem 5.2(i), since AD is trivially an idempotent lower 

bound. 

(ii) VD is trivially an idempotent upper bound. Moreover, if d, d’ ED, then 

d VD y(a(d’)) G y(a(d VD +&W’))N 

= da(d) VA 4y(~(d’)))) 

= y(44 VA 4d’)) 

= y(Nd VD d’)>, 

which proves the inequality in the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2(ii). 0 

In the following, we will give a number of additional results for meet- and join- 

autodependencies. While reduced relative power with respect to the meet operation 

provides an interesting abstract domain refinement, the same construction relative to 

the join operation adds no further information to the input abstract domain. In fact, it 

turns out that Dep,(A) is always isomorphic to A. 

Proposition 5.4. If (cc,D,A,y) is a G.i. then Dep,(A) Z A. 

Proof. Note that any J_x.a(dVDy(x)) E Dep,(A) actually can be written as lx.a(d)VAx. 

Thus, Dep,(A) = {Ix.aV~x 1 a E A}. Hence, the isomorphism is given by (%x.aVx) H a. 

In fact, it is immediate to see that for any a, u’ E A, a da’ iff Rx.a V x 2 1x.a’ V x. q 

Thus, we will focus on meet-autodependencies only. Let us give a simple example 

of domain of meet-autodependencies. 

Example 5.5. Consider the domain Sign of Example 3.9. By Corollary 5.3(i), we have 

that Dep,(Sign) s lco(Sign). On the other hand, it is a simple task to check that each 

lower closure on Sign actually is a meet-autodependency belonging to Dep,(Sign), and 

therefore Dep,(Sign) = lco(Sign) - later, we will derive this fact as a consequence of a 
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Fig. 3. The abstract domain Dep,(Sign) 

general result. Thus, De~~(Sign) is precisely the abstract domain in Fig. 3, where any 

S E p(Z) identifies the dependency Lx.@S n v(x)) (indeed, it is its concretization). 

For instance, the lower closure having as set of fixpoints {T,, I,} corresponds to the 

dependency Lx.or( { 0} n y(x)), denoted by { 0). 

The next result is an instance of Proposition 3.11, and shows, in the case of meet- 

autodependencies, the explicit G.i. of A into Dep,(A). 

Corollary 5.6. If D is a cHa and (c(, D, A, y) is a G. i. then (CT, Dep,(A), A, 7) is a 

G.i., where, for any d E D and a E A, di(ix.cc(d A y(x))) def cx(d) and F(a) dsf ha Ax. 

Moreover, (c(, D, A, y) is the composition of (c?, D, Dep,(A), y’) and (~5, Dep,(A),A, 7). 

Proof. Note that 7 actually is an instance of the more general concretization map of 

Proposition 3.11, since, for any a E A, 2x.a A x = Ix.cr(y(a A x)) = /Ix.z(y(a) A y(x)). 

Moreover, 7 is injective, since by Corollary 5.3(i), Dep,(A) C lco(A), and each lower 

closure %x.a Ax uniquely determines a different dual-Moore-set, that is 1 a. Thus, by 

Proposition 3.1 I, (E, Dep,(A), A, 7) is a G.i. Compositionality is a straight consequence 

of Proposition 3.11. 0 

By Corollary 5.3(i), it turns out that each meet-autodependency defined on a given 

abstract domain A, is a lower closure on A, i.e. Dep,(A) C Zco(A). In the following, we 

will characterize precisely the class of G.i.‘s (cc,D,A,y) for which Dep,(A)= [co(A) 
holds. This class of abstract domains includes some relevant examples, such as a well- 

known domain for logic program groundness analysis, as shown later in Section 6. 

Definition 5.7. A G.i. (a,D, A, y) is separated if for any a E A, there exists d ED such 

that (i) a(d)=a; (ii) Vx EA. (a $A x) + (d A y(x) G~y(l.4)). 

For a separated G.i. (a, D,A, y), we also say that A is separated in D, or simply 

that A is separated, when D is clear from the context. A few observations about 

Definition 5.7 are mandatory. First, notice that the above definition implies that c[ is 

surjective, and therefore this justifies the requirement that (a, D,A, y) is a G.i. Also 

note that, for a given a EA, the element d in Definition 5.7 can be different from 

y(a) (see Example 5.8 below). Finally, note that (i) and (ii) trivially hold for a = iA, 
by choosing d = 10. Intuitively, each element a of a separated abstract domain A 
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approximates precisely some concrete object d ED, i.e. a(d) = a, which is “disjoint” 

with the information represented by any abstract object which is not above a. We call 

such a d a separating element for a. In a sense, the object d is hidden in D just 

inside a, and it “separates” a from the abstract objects not above a. The following 

examples help to clarify the notion of separatedness. 

Example 5.8. It turns out that the abstract domain Sign of Example 3.9 is separated in 

@(Z). For any a E Sign, a corresponding separating element d, E q>(Z) can be chosen 

as follows: 

dT, ={O}; d- =~s(-)=z,o; d+=j’s(+)=Z,o; dl, =~~(l,)=@. 

It is easy to check for them that conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 5.7 hold. Also, note 

that dT, # y,(T,.) = Z, since Z does not satisfy the requested conditions. In this case, 

dT, = (0) intuitively separates T, from - and + (since (0) n Y.~(-) = (0) n I/~(+) = 8). 

Thus, in this sense, although the concrete value (0) is not represented in Sign, the 

property of separatedness says that it is hidden in Sign inside T,. 

On the other hand, the next example shows two nonseparated abstract domains. 

Example 5.9. The abstract domains Sign # ’ and Dep,(Sign) of Examples 4.6 and 5.5, 

respectively, are not separated in ~J(Z). In fact, consider #O E Sign i” and Z,o E 

Dep,(Sign): It is straightforward to verify that for them the conditions of Definition 5.7 

are not satisfied. 

Whenever the concrete domain is a cHa, the following interesting property of sepa- 

rated G.i.‘s holds. 

Proposition 5.10. If D is a CHU and (a, D, A, y) is u separated Gi., then, for uny 

x~A\{k}, VD{Y(~)IYEA, Y <AX} <D;‘(X). 

Proof. Assume that x E A\{IA}, and that, by contradiction, V~{y(y) ) y E A, y cA x} 
= y(x). By separatedness, there exists a suitable d, E D such that r(d,) =x. Since 

d, <D y(a(d,)) = y(x), the following equalities hold: 

d, = 

d, AD (V~{y(y) 1 yeA, y <AX}) = (since D is a cHa) 

vD{d, AD i’(y) / y E A, y <Ax} <D (by separatedness) 

?i’(lA). 

Thus, x = cc(d, ) <A u(;‘(lA)) = IA, i.e., x = IA, which is a contradiction. 0 

The following observation will be useful later on and contributes to further clarify 

the notion of separatedness. 
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Remark 5.11. The above result implies that if x EA\{&} is join-reducible, i.e., there 

exists X C A such that x = VA X and x $! X, then V&Y) -CD ~(VAX). In other terms, 

if a G.i. (a,D,A, y) is separated and A contains join-reducible elements different from 

the bottom, then (a, D,A, y) is not additive. Thus, if A is disjunctive and contains 

join-reducible elements different from the bottom, then A is not separated. 

For instance, since Sign#’ of Example 4.6, abstracting the cHa p(Z), is disjunctive 

and its element # 0 is join-reducible, we get that Sign+’ is not separated, as we 

already observed in Example 5.9. 

If we consider concrete domains that are powerset of some set, then the converse of 

Proposition 5.10 holds, thus providing an alternative characterization for separatedness. 

Proposition 5.12. Let (g(X), C ), f or some set X, be the concrete domain and 

(a, @(X),A,y) be a G.i. Then, (tl, @(X),A,y) is separated $Vx E A\{I.J}. x $JZ(A) + 

u {Y(y) 1 Y ~4 Y <AX) c Y(X). 

Proof. By Proposition 5.10, it suffices to prove only the “if’ direction. Since 

Definition 5.7 is satisfied\for x = IA, we assume that x E A\{ IA}. Let us distinguish 

two cases. 

(1) x is join-irreducible. Define a, d$f VA{Z E A 1 z <Ax}. By join-irreducibility of x, 

it follows that a, <Ax. Now, define d, dzf y(x)\y(a,). Clearly, u(d,) <A a(r(x))=x. 

If we assume that cr(d,) <Ax, we would get cc(d,) <A a,, and therefore d, C y(aX), 
namely y(x)\y(a,)C ~(a,), which in turn implies y(x) G y(aX), from which we get 

~<a,, i.e. a contradiction. Thus, cc(d,)=x. Consider now y E A such that x 6~ y. 

Then, d, n y(y) = (y(x) f% y(y))\y(a,) = Y(xAA y)\Y(ax). On the Other hand, ~AAY <Ax 

implies x A\A y <A a,, and then y(x /\A y) c y(aX). Hence, we get y(x AA y)\y(a,) = 0, 
which implies d, 0 y(y) = 0. 

(2) x is join-reducible. In this case, x = VA {z E A \z <Ax>. Define d, d$f y(x)\ 

(lJ{y(z) 1 z <Ax}). Note that, by hypothesis, d, # 0. Trivially, cc(d,) <Ax. If we sup- 

pose that m(d,) <Ax, we would get d, = y(cr(d,)) r\ d, = 8, which is a contradiction. 

Therefore, a(d,) =x. Consider now y E A such that x $A y. Then, x AA y <Ax, from 

which y(x A\A y) n d, = y(x) n y(y) n d, = 8. But d, C y(x), from which d, n y(y) = 8. 
0 

As announced above, the following important characterization of separated abstract 

domains holds. 

Theorem 5.13. Let D be a cHa and (a, D, A, y) be a G. i. Then, (a, D, A, y) is separated 

@f Dep,(A) = /co(A). 

Proof. By duality from what has been recalled in Section 2.2, it turns out that Zco(A) 
is atomic. that is each lower closure different from the least lower closure 2x.l~ is 
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the lub of the atomic lower closures 4u which precede it, where, for a E A\{ IA}, dil 
is defined as follows: 

i 

if x >/A a, 

d&O) def a otherwise. 
LA 

(+) By Corollary 5.3(i), the lub of &p,(A) coincides with that of /co(A). There- 

fore, since lx.& = lx.a(lo A y(x)) E Dep,,(A), it is sufficient to show that &p,(A) 

contains all the atoms of Ice(A) to prove that Ice(A) = Dep,,(A). Consider any a E A\ 

{IA}. By separatedness, there exists d, ED such that a(d,) =a. Hence, lx.cl(d, A 

y(x)) E Dep,(A). We show that Lx.a(d,Ay(x)) = qha. If a <Ax then a(d,Ay(x)) = cr(d,) 
= a, because d, 60 y(a) do y(x). The case a $A x follows by the hypothesis of sepa- 

ratedness: x(da A y(x)) d A a(~( IA )) = IA. 
(+=) Assume, by contradiction, that (CI, D, A, y) is not separated. Then, there ex- 

ists ci EA\{-LA}, such that for any d E D, if u(d)=2 then there exists xd $A 6 such 

that d A y(xd) $D I. Since Dep,(A) = Ice(A), we have that $i E Dep,(A). Thus, 

4~ = lx.x(da A y(x)), for some d,- ED. Note that ~&IA) = Cr(db) = 2. Hence, there ex- 

ists Xd; @A a^ such that dd A y(x&) $ D ~(IA ). But this is a contradiction, because for 

any x *A ci, we have d,- /I y(x) <D 1/(rx(d6 A ‘l(x))) = y(&(x)) = y(s,). 0 

Thus, whenever the concrete domain is a cHa, the notion of separatedness char- 

acterizes precisely when the lattice of meet-autodependencies of an abstract domain 

A coincides with the lattice of lower closures on A. As a consequence, for a sep- 

arated abstract domain A, the above result provides a way to represent any depen- 

dency in Dep,(A) as a subset of A. In fact, recall from Section 2.2, that for any 

complete lattice C, the complete lattice (Ice(C), L) of all lower closure operators on 

C, ordered pointwise, is isomorphic to the complete lattice (./g(C), 2 ) of all dual- 

Moore-sets of C, ordered by subset inclusion. Such an isomorphism maps any lower 

closure to its set of fixpoints. Thus, for a separated abstract domain A, by exploit- 

ing this isomorphism, the Gi. (a”,D,DepA(A),y4) becomes isomorphic to the G.i. 

(6, D,,&?‘(A), v), where the left-adjoint !i is defined as E(d) d”f {x E A 1 cc(d A y(x)) =x}. 

Analogously, the G.i. (G,Dep,(A),A, 7) of A in Dep,(A), given by Corollary 5.6, 

becomes isomorphic to the G.i. (2, .&‘(A),A,T), where, for any M E .,@(A) and a E A, 

z(M) d&f VAM and y(a) dAfL a. This latter observation is a consequence of the fact 

that the set of fixpoints of the lower closure T(a) = i.x.a A x actually is given by 

la =?(a). 
Thus, for a separated abstract domain A, the reduced relative power Dep,(A) corre- 

sponds to a powerset-like completion of A, that we will call dual-Moore-set completion 

of A. Of course, such dual-Moore-set completion is in general incomparable with the 

standard operator of disjunctive completion, as shown by the following example. 

Example 5.14. We have seen in Example 5.8 that the abstract domain Sign is sepa- 

rated. Its dual-Moore-set completion &(,Qgn) has been characterized in Example 5.5 
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and it is shown in Fig. 3. By contrast, the disjunctive completion of Sign is the 

domain Sign f” of Example 4.6. Hence, these two abstractions of p(Z) are 

incomparable. 

Whenever A is separated in D, the lattice of meet-autodependencies Dep,(A) enjoys 

all the well-known properties of closure operators (see e.g. [50,64] for a few of them). 

In particular, the following lattice-theoretic properties of Dep,(A) are inherited from 

lco(A). 

0)’ 
(ii) 

Dep,(A) is atomic6 (cf. [64]). 

Dep,(A) is distributive iff it is complemented iff it is Boolean iff A is a complete 

well-ordered chain (cf. [Sl]). 

If A is join-continuous (namely, for any x E A and any chain Y CA, x V 

(AY) = A, E y (x V y)), then Dep,(A) is dual-pseudocomplemented (cf. [35]), 

namely for any f E Dep,(A), there exists a unique f * E Dep,(A) such that f u 

f * = id, and, for any g E Dep,(A), if f L. g = id then f * & g. 

(iii) 

Let us close this section by an example. 

Example 5.15. As shown in Example 5.8, the abstract domain Sign of Example 3.9 

is separated. Hence, by Theorem 5.13, this yields another proof of the fact that, in 

Example 5.5, Dep,(Sign) coincides with Ico(Sign). 
Consider instead the abstract domain Parity in Example 3.9. Since Parity is disjunctive 

and its top is join-reducible, by Remark 5.11, it turns out that (IX,, w(Z), Parity, yp) is 

not separated. Thus, by Corollary 5.3(i) and Theorem 5.13, Dep,(Parity) c 

Zco(Parity). In particular, the lower closure corresponding to the dual-Moore-set 

{Tp,Ip} is not included in Dep,(Parity): 

Fact 5.16. Let p E Zco(Parity) such that p(Parity) = { Tp, _Lp}. p 6 Dep,(Parity). 

Proof. p E lco(Parity) is defined by 

p(x) d”f 

i 

Tp if x = Tp, 

IlJ otherwise. 

Assume by contradiction that there exists some SC Z such that for any x E Parity, 
a,(S n yp(x)) = p(x). Since yP is strict, we have that, for any T E ~J(Z), if c(JT) = I, 
then T = Q). Thus, we have that Sfly,(eu)= 0 =S fl y,(od). Hence, since Z = 

6 As early observed by Nielson [54], atomicity is an interesting property in domains for abstract interpre- 

tation: atoms represent primitive properties, and each (nonprimitive) property can be generated by collecting 

primitive ones. 
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~p(ez~)U~p(~d), we get S=8. But this is a contradiction because 

~JS~YJT,,)) = q,@nZ) 

and therefore a,(S f’ yp(Tp)) = 1, # Tp = p(T,). 0 

Thus, Dep,(Parity) c lco(Purity). On the other hand, it would not be too difficult to 

show directly that Dep,(Parity) 2 Purity. 0 

6. An application to logic program analysis 

We present in this section an example of application of the reduced relative power 

to domains used for abstract interpretation-based program analysis. We show that the 

well-known abstract domain Def, introduced by Dart [25] in the context of ground- 

ness analysis for deductive databases, and used by Marriott and Sondergaard [49] 

for ground-dependency analysis of logic programs, can be systematically derived by 

considering the meet-autodependencies defined on the more abstract (and much sim- 

pler) domain Gr representing plain groundness information, introduced by Jones and 

Sondergaard [45]. 

We will consider sets of substitutions (we remark that we do not consider substitu- 

tions up to renaming) closed by instantiation, i.e. the concrete domain is (g;7i(Sub), C) 

(where < is the pre-order of instantiation over Sub), which is a cHa where lub and 

glb are, respectively, union and intersection. This concrete domain gives rise to the 

so-called Clark’s interpretations [12] used in the c-semantics for logic programs, as 

described in [28]. The concrete operation of composition on order-ideals of substitu- 

tions is given by intersection, namely ($OL(Sub), C, n) plays the role of the concrete 

quantale. 

The simplest abstract domain representing plain groundness information, relative to 

a (nonempty) finite set of variables of interest V C Vur, is given by Gr dzf ( SJ( V), 2 ). 

Any W E Gr is intended to represent every substitution that grounds at least all the 

variables in IV. Thus, the abstraction and concretization maps are defined as follows: 

For any 0 E g,jL(Sub) and W E ,~J(V), 

- CQ(O)~G~ {XE V/WE 0. var(B(x))=0} = netogr(0), 

- yu(W)sf {OESubjgr(U)> W}. 

It is worth noting that yB actually is closed by instantiation (i.e., if 0 E yy( W) and 8’ < 0 

then (3’ E ys( W)), and therefore, y8( W) correctly is an order-ideal of substitutions. It is 

simple to show that (LX,, i>l(Sub), g~( V), y,) is a G.i. (cf. [45]). For V = {x, y}, Gv is 

the simple abstract domain depicted in Fig. 4. 

Let us now recall the definitions of the abstract domains Def and Pos (more de- 

tails can be found in [4]). As before, V C Vur is a fixed finite set of variables of 
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Fig. 4. The abstract domains Gr, on the left, and Def, on the right, for V = {x, y}, 

interest. Since Boolean functions and propositional formulae are equivalent concepts, 

in the following, we will use them without distinction. A truth interpretation I for a 

propositional formula (on V) is any subset I C V, where the obvious intended mean- 

ing is that I contains all and only the true variables. For a given propositional for- 

mula f on V, mod(f) denotes the set of all the interpretations that are models of f 

- hence, mod(f) C $J( V). We write f + g, when mod(f) C mod(g). Two proposi- 

tional formulae f and g are equivalent when mod(f) = mod(g). In the following, we 

will always consider propositional formulae up to this equivalence, and any formula 

will be implicitly intended to represent its equivalence class. Obviously, all the (equiv- 

alence classes of) propositional formulae on V form a Boolean lattice with respect 

to the standard implicational ordering k. A formula f is positive if V E mod(f) 
- i.e. the unital interpretation V is a model of f - while f is dejinite if f is pos- 

itive and closed by intersection - i.e. if M, N E mod(f) then M n N E mod( f ). Also, 

f is monotone if mod(f) is upward closed, i.e. for all M, N c V, if M C N and 

M E mod(f) then N E mod(f ). Def (Pas) is the finite lattice, ordered with respect to 

k, of all the definite (positive) formulae on V. Analogously, Con is the finite lattice 

of all the monotone definite formulae on V; it is easy to prove that Con consists of 

all the possible (logical) conjunctions of variables, including the empty conjunction 

true. Pos is a Boolean lattice, where the glb and lub are given, respectively, by log- 

ical conjunction and disjunction, denoted by A and V. Def is an atomic lattice - the 

atoms are those formulae f such that mod(f) = {V, W}, for any W c V - where the 

lub is, in general, different from logical disjunction, and can be defined as follows: 

f 1 vn,, f2 %f A{f E Def 1 f 1 V f 2 k f}. It is simple to show that Gr is isomorphic 

to Con, where any WE Gr corresponds to the conjunction AW. It is well known that 

Gr is an abstraction of Def, which in turn is an abstraction of POX This is evidently 

true, since both Gr and Def are closed by logical conjunction, i.e., up to isomorphic 

representations, both Gr and Def are Moore-sets of Pos. In particular, the abstraction 

for Gr is given by the G.i. (Af.{x E V 1 f /= x}, Def, Gr,AW. A W). The abstraction 

and concretization maps between @(Sub) and Def are well known: For any f E Def, 

its concretization is defined as follows: 
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It is possible to show that y is co-additive and injective, and therefore it gives rise to 

a G.i. of Def into &Sub). This same y is the concretization map for Con and Pos as 

well. In particular, it would not be hard to show that, when restricted to Con ” Gr, 

this map y coincides, up to isomorphism, with the above concretization ys for Gr. It is 

also possible to give an explicit definition for the abstraction map of Def. If H E Sub 

then its Def-abstraction is defined as 

x{,)(8) sf 3,. A {x (i A uar(O(x)) ) H(x) fx}, 

where 3, is the existential quantification over the variables of noninterest, i.e. the 

variables in Var\V. Then, for any 0 E g~(Sub), the abstraction map is given by 

X(0) d&f vo<f{“{ ,(@) ( 0 E O}. 

Notice that a(0) = VD,f 0 = A V. These two mappings x and “J form a G.i. of Def 

into @3(&b). As an example, for V = {x, y,z, u}, the formula x A (y HZ) is an element 

of Def that represents all the substitutions cr such that for any its instance (T’ < (T 

the following conditions hold: (i) c’(x) is ground, (ii) o’(y) is ground iff also a’(z) 

is ground. In particular, ~1 = {x/a, y/b,z/c} an d ~2 = {x/a, yIw,z/w, D/U} satisfy these 

properties. Thus, {or, cl} 2 y(x A (y HZ)). It turns out that the concretization of any 

definite formula is an order-ideal of substitutions, and therefore, (c(, gJl(Sub), Dtzf, y) is 

a G.i. as well. 

Lemma 6.1. (‘xy, g>l(Sub),Gr,l/,) is a separated G.i. 

Proof. Consider any W E Gr. Let us consider a substitution 0 E Sub such that (i) Vx E 

W. uar(cr(x)) = 0, (ii) Vy E V\ W. a(x) = z, where z $! V. Evidently, it is always possible 

to define such an idempotent substitution (T. We show that 1 G E @1(&b) is a separating 

element for W. Obviously, ay(l B) = W. Moreover, consider any T E Gr such that 

W PT. We have to prove that J, d n ys( ?“) C. yq( V) = { 0 E Sub 1 p(O) 2 V}. Consider 

any 6 E I g n yq(T). Then, since 6 < U, for any x E W, uar(J(x)) = 0. Since W p T, 

there exists x E T\ W. Then, uar(h(x)) = 0, and therefore, since 6 % c’, for any y E V\W, 

by definition of 0, oar(h(y)) = 0. Thus, gr(6) > V. q 

Thus, by Theorem 5.13, Dep,(Gr) = Zco(Gr) ( = A’(Gr)), and, as remarked after 

Theorem 5.13, (a$ pL(Sub), Dep,(Gr),$) 2 (!ti, $~~(Sub),.A’(Gr), 7). 

Theorem 6.2. (cx, @(Sub), 04,~) ” (E, @l(Sub), .,h+‘(Gr), 7). 

Proof. Since we deal with G.i.‘s, as observed in Section 2.2, it is sufficient to show 

that y(Def) = P(A’(Gr)). 

( C ) Consider any f E Def. Notice that since f is a definite formula, mod(f) is 

a dual-Moore-set of Gr = (g(V), 2 ). We prove that Y(f) = y(mod( f )). We first show 

that y(f) C y(mod( f >), i.e. 07(y( f )) = { W E Gr 1 aJy(f) n yg( W)) = W} 5 mod( f ). 

Thus, let us assume that for some W E g~( V), a,(?( f) n ys( W)) = W. This means that 
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W = n {sr(@ I 8 E y(f) n Ye). But since {sr(@ I Q E y(f) n Ye 5 mod(f) and 
f is definite, we get that WE mod(f), as desired. We show now that 7 

(mod(f)) C y(f). To this aim, it is enough to show that for any 0 E ~~~(Sub), if 

Z(O) C mod(f) then 0 C y( f ). Therefore, consider any 8 E 0 and any instance 6’ $8. 

Since 0 is an order-ideal, 8’ E 0. Hence, it is sufficient to show that gr(f?) E mod(f). 

To this purpose, by hypothesis, it is enough to check that a,(@ n yJgr(O))) = gr(0): 

But this is true, since 19 E 0 n y&r(8)). 

( > ) Consider any A4 E A!( Gr). Since M is a dual-Moore-set of (g(V), 2 ), A4 

contains V and it is closed under intersection. This means that there exists f~ E Def 

such that mod(fM) =M. We have seen above that for any f E Def, y(f) = lj(mod(f)). 

Therefore, y(fM) = jj(mod(fM)) = y(M), and this concludes the proof. 0 

Thus, equivalently, we get that (a, @1(&b), Def, y) S (cc’, pL(Sub), Dep,(Gr), y’). 

We have then fully reconstructed the abstract domain Def by the systematic operation 

of reduced relative power. The next result proves that the G.i. of Gv into its dual- 

Moore-set completion (%, A’(Gr), Gr,j;) is isomorphic to the G.i. of Gr into Def. 

Theorem 6.3. (Af.{xE V( f /= x},Def,Gr,AW.A W) 2 (L?,i,(Gr),Gr,ji). 

Proof. Recall that, for any W E Gr, i;(W) = i W = {U E p(V) ) W C U}. Thus, using 

the isomorphism between Def and A(Gr) given in the proof of Theorem 6.2, it is 

sufficient to check that for any W E Gr, mod(A W) = {U E g(V) ) W C U}, and this is 

trivially true. 0 

For the case V = {x, y}, Def is depicted in Fig. 4. 

By the proof of Theorem 6.2, the correspondence between formulae of Def and 

dual-Moore sets of Gr is given by the model-theoretic interpretation of a formula. For 

V={x,y} we therefore have: x A _YF?{{x,Y}}, xP{{~},{~,y}}, v~{{y>,{~,~}), 

x ++ .Y~{0&Y}), x-+y~{0,{y},{x,y}}, _Y~~P{~,{~},{~,Y}}, and true& 

(0, {xl, LYlY {4Y>>* 
It is worth noting that the operation of logical conjunction, i.e., the standard abstract 

unification used for ground-dependency analysis by Def (cf. [49]), can be implemented 

in Def by set-intersection on the corresponding dual-Moore-set completion of Gr. Fur- 

thermore, Def shares the lattice-theoretic properties of lattices of lower closures, being 

atomic and dual-pseudo-complemented. In particular, by atomicity, any formula f of 

Def can be represented as the lub of the atoms that imply f. In A’(Gr), an atom is a 

dual-Moore-set { W, V}, where W # V. For instance, x + y E Def can be represented by 

joining the atomic dual-Moore-sets {{y}, {x, y}} and (0, {x, y}}. This technique may 

provide a concise representation for formulae in Def, which are usually represented by 

using ordered binary decision diagrams [4]. 

We close this section by showing that Def is not separated in gl(Sub). 

Lemma 6.4. (a, f~~(Sub), Def, y) is not separated 
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Proof. Let us consider x --) y E Def, and any 0 E g~~(Sub) such that a(O) =x + y. 

We prove that every such 0 is not a separating element for x ---) y. Let us distinguish 

two cases. 

(i) There exists 0 E 0 such that q.)(0)=x+ y. Then, var(Cl(x))> uar(0(y))#@. 

Thus, there exists 0’ instance of 0 such that y E gr(H’) and x 4 gr(e’), and there- 

fore 0’ $ y(l~,f.). Since y + x -+ y and 0’ E 0 f’ ;~(y), this means that 0 is not 

separating. 

(ii) Otherwise, there exist 81,02 E 0 such that x1.)(01) =x ++ y and I{.)(&) = y. Thus, 

_v E gr(&), and since 02 E 0 n y(y), we get that 0 is not separating. q 

Thus, by Corollary 5.3(i) and Theorem 5.13, we get that Dep,(Def) c fco(Def). 

On the other hand, Scozzari [60] characterized precisely the meet-autodependencies of 

Def in wL(Sub), by showing that Dep”(Def) E Pos and that Pos is closed under 

meet-autodependencies, i.e., Dep,(Pos) 2 Pas. 

7. An application to logic program semantics 

In this section, we apply the reduced relative power in the field of logic program 

semantics. We show how to systematically derive new declarative semantics for logic 

programs by composing, by reduced relative power, the domains of interpretation of 

some well-known semantics. Let us point out that, although the results of this section 

are specialized to the case of definite logic programs, they may have a wider validity 

in the context of systematic design of inductive definitions and transitions systems 

(e.g. see [8] where positive and negative inductive definitions are interpreted as logic 

programs). 

In the following, a logic program semantics is a pair ii2^ = (C, T), where C is a com- 

plete lattice (the semantic domain) and T : Program H (C A C). For P E Progrum, 

the semantic transformer T(P) is denoted by the more customary Tp. With a slight 

abuse of notation, a semantics (C, T) will be denoted also by (C, Tp). The least fixpoint 

semantics of a program P is then given by UP]“’ dz Ifp(Tp) E C. Of course, when Tp is 

continuous, it turns out that [P]“’ = V,, <(I, TF(ic). If o is a syntactic operator for com- 

posing programs, a semantics 2” is compositional with respect to 0, if given any two 

programs PI and P2, the semantics of PI oP2 can be retrieved from the semantics of PI 
and P2, i.e. there exists a function @ : C x C H C such that, for any PI, P2 E Program, 
[PI o P2jil‘ =[P,]“@ [Pz],“. Since logic programs are sets of clauses, the standard and 

most obvious way of syntactically composing programs is by set union, i.e. o = U. 

7. I. The concrete semuntics 

As Cousot and Cousot showed in [19,23], program semantics at different levels 

of abstraction can be derived by abstract interpretation of a more concrete refer- 

ence semantics. A natural choice for a concrete reference semantics is the operational 
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description of the computational process, which in logic programming is SLD resolu- 
tion. In the following, we recall some basic results from [34], where a hierarchy of 

logic program semantics, based on SLD resolution, has been introduced. We fix the 

Prolog left-to-right selection rule without depth-first search. The operational semantics 

of a given logic program P is defined through a labeled transition system defining SLD 

resolution as follows: SLD dsf (State, {A j c E Clause}), where Stale kf Atom* x Sub, 
and transitions -% 2 State x State, labeled with clauses, are defined by 

(u :: b, a) +body :: 6, CJO) % c = h t body is a renamed apart clause and 

0 = mgu(acJ, h). 

We denote by T the set of all possible finite traces, i.e. 

T~f{~g%...%~,In~l,so ,..., s,~State, cl ,..., c,EClause 

VliE[l,?Z]. Si-_l &Si}. 

We use n to denote a generic element in T, and by IQ we denote the last state of n. 

For a (nonempty) sequence of clauses C = cl,. . . , c, E Clause* (hence n 3 1 ), we write 

SO As, iff there exist s1 ,...,s,-1 such that so%sl ...sn_l -%s,ET. We say that 

71 E T is a successful trace if IC = s -% (A, a). The set F:ld 2 T of program execution 

traces for a program P is inductively defined by the following rules: 

s,s’EState cEP SC‘S’ s E State n E .Fild CEP n+s 

s -% s’ E .99y 7T~SEJ9;‘d 

A key point in this construction is that execution traces can be equivalently specified by 

restricting the interest to AND-compositional execution traces only. Intuitively, a set of 

traces 5 C T is AND-compositional if any execution trace starting from any (possibly 

nonatomic) goal G can be reconstructed from the execution traces in 5 starting from 

the atomic subgoals of G only. It is worth noting that all the well-known fixpoint 

semantics in [27,28,3 1] are based on denotations which are AND-compositional in an 

analogous sense. The set aT of plain execution traces for atomic goals is defined as 

follows: 

aT d&f {(h a.. .a b)O/hEAtom, (/~,a)~-.*(b,tl)~T}. 

Thus, a plain execution trace in aT is just a different syntactic representation of a 

corresponding trace in T starting from an atomic goal. As above, for a (nonempty) 

sequence of clauses C = cl,. . . , c, E Clause*, for any h E Atom and 6 E Atom*, we write 

h’iiffthereexist br,...,b,_,EAtom*suchthath~bl...~,_,~I,EaT.For 

a given program P, the inductive definition of the set J, rand C aT of AND-compositional _ 

plain execution traces of P for atomic goals is given in [34] as in Fig. 5. Rules (1) and 

(2) define a big-step SLD semantics for atomic goals as a positive inductive definition. 

The first rule specifies a basic plain execution trace starting from an atom h. For a 

given clause c=h + bl,..., b, of P, the second rule specifies how plain execution 
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c = h t bl,...,b, E P 

((ai 2 /l)fz, , ak 2 6) <<c ,TFnd (1 Gkdn) 

(11 
c=h+ REP 

(2) 
0 = myu((bl,..., bk),(al,.... ak)) 

+r;E./, ,--und 
(h+b,>...,b,,) L...AEI;::(bk, ,..,., b,))OE,TFd 

Fig. 5. Inductive definition of .TFd. 

traces starting from each atom bi in the body of c can be composed to get a trace 

starting from the head h: This is obtained by composing some successful traces for the 

first k - 1 atoms bl, . . , bk_1 of the body of c, with the state (goal) produced from a 

trace for the kth atom bk of the body of c. 

Following a standard technique, an operator cp : Program H (p(aT) +-% p(aT)) can 

be systematically derived from the inductive definition of Ypd in Fig. 5 as follows 

(cf. [2]): For any P E Program and X E p(aT), 

(pp(x)d~f {h~&/c=ht bEP}U 

U 

c = h + b,,...,b, EP 

((4 -L A)&‘, ak ~b)<,X(l<k<n) 

6 = mP(@t ,..., bk), h.. .$k)) 

rc=h+bl ,,.., b,)%...% b:: (bk+ ,,..., bn) 

It turns out that, for any program P, qp is continuous on (p(aT), C), and Ypd = 

Ifp(cpp) (cf. [2]). The following theorem justifies the interest in plain execution traces 

for atomic goals. 

Theorem 7.1 (Giacobazzi [34, Theorem 5.21). Let P be a program, G = bl,. . . , b, and 

B be goals and B, 6 E Sub. Then, (G, g) L(B, 8) E F;ld iff there exist ((hi a A$:,‘, 

hk 3 6) <cc &Yd, with lbkbn, such that 6=mgu((bl,..., bk)a, (hl,..., hk)), C= 
2, 1: . . . :: &, Be N (6 :: (bk+l,.. ., b,))a6, and G8 cy Go& 

In the following, ((g(aT), C), (pp) will play the role of the concrete reference se- 

mantics. Elements in @(aT) are simply called trace interpretations. This semantics 

models finite plain execution traces for atomic goals, and provides a least fixpoint pre- 

sentation of the operational semantics of logic programs, which, by Theorem 7.1, is 

equivalent to standard SLD resolution. 

7.2. The concrete domain 

Let us consider the following operator of trace-unfolding. 
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Definition 7.2. The trace-unfolding operator V : @(aT) x g>(aT) H p(aT), for any 

X, YE @(aT), is defined as follows: 

c=hqb,,...,b,) EX 

((ai aA)fzl’,Uk -s) -Kc Y (1 dk<n) 

e=mgu((b,,...,bk),(al,...,ak)) 

7c=h~(b ,,..., @+..~b:: (bk+ I,..., 6,) 1. 
Thus, XVY denotes the result of unfolding any trace in X by using traces in 

Y. The trace-unfolding operator above satisfies the following basic algebraic 

properties. 

Proposition 7.3. The operator V is monotone, associative, left-additive, right- 

continuous, and 0 is a left-annihilator jbr V (i.e., VY E p(aT). a)OY = 0). 

Proof. We omit the proof of associativity for V, because it follows from a similar 

result proved in [26]. Moreover, by definition, it is immediate that V is monotone, 

left-additive, right-continuous, and 0 is a left-annihilator for V. Cl 

Thus, (@(aT), C, V) turns out to be a semi-quantale and, by Theorem 3.6, if (al, 

gJ(aT),D,,yl) and (a~, g(aT),&,y2) are G.c.‘s, then (a, &aT),DI A&y) is a G.i., 

where, for any trace interpretation I E @(aT), a(Z) = lx.a2(IVyl(x)). A trace interpre- 

tation I is therefore abstracted in a dependency in DI +% 02 that encodes how I is 

abstractly unfolded in D2 by using traces approximated in D,. The key point is that 

each G.c. (a, p(aT),A, y) actually induces an abstract semantics @,a o (pp o y), where 

CI o (pp o y : A +% A is the best correct approximation of (pp in A, which is correct’ 

with respect to the reference semantics (fJ(aT), (pp). Thus, any pair of such abstract 

semantics can be composed by reduced relative power, yet providing a new correct 

abstract semantics. 

7.3. The s-semantics as an abstruct semantics 

As shown in [34], a number of well-known logic program semantics can be de- 

rived from (&aT), (pp) by abstract interpretation. We consider here the s-semantics of 

Falaschi et al. [28], characterizing the observable notion of computed answer 

substitution. 

The success abstraction tl.y, : (,&aT), C) i--f (@(Atom), 2) approximates any finite 

successful trace with its initial state, while nonsuccessful traces are simply ignored: 

For any I E @(aT), 

’ In the sense of abstract interpretation, i.e. a(/fp(qp)) <A Ij,,(cc o (pp o y). 
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Observe that cl,y is additive and onto, and therefore it defines a G.i. (a,~, y(aT), 

&Atom),y,~). It is also easy to check that the corresponding concretization map Y,V 

is additive. As shown in [34, Example 5.41, this G.i. induces an abstract semantics 

Yd”‘($I(At om , LXY o ) q p o y.~) which is equivalent to the s-semantics. Let us recall that 

for any P E Program, the immediate consequences operator of the s-semantics is T; : 

p(Atom) & g~(dtom) defined as follows [28]: 

c = h +- b, , . . , b,, E P 

T;(I) kf hoEAtom (hi ,..., hi,) KC I (n30) 

n=mgu((b,,...,b,),(b/l,...,b~)) 1. 

It turns out that the best correct approximation c(.y o (pp 07:~ of (P,D in f~(Atom) and Ti 
coincide (cf. [34, Example 5.41). For the sake of completeness, we include this proof. 

Actually, we demonstrate a stronger relation between T$ and e, namely sly o (pp = 

Tb o x,~, known as completeness [21,38]. 

Proposition 7.4. For all P E Program, ZY 0 (PP = Ti: 0 ~1. 

Proof. Let I E ga(aT). By definition, hEa&cpP(Z)) iff either (1) h+EP, or 

(2) there exist c= h’ +- bl,. . . ,b,, E P and (a, L A)yxI C& I, such that 0 = 

mgu((bl,...,b,),(al,..., a,)) and h E h’Q. In both cases, it is clear that h E T;(x:y(f )). 
On the other hand, hH E T~(x~~(l)) iff either (3) hB + E P, or (4) there exist c= 

h + bl,..., b,EPand (al,. . . ,a,) <<(, r,y(Z) such that 0 = mgu( (bl,. . . , b,), (al,. . , un)), 

If (3) holds, then hf3 E cw(cpp(Z)). If (4) holds, then there exist al 3 /1,. . . ,a, % 

A E I, and therefore (h L (b 1,. . . , b,) 3 . . % A)0 E cpp(Z). Hence, h0 E ry(qp(l)), 
which concludes the proof. 0 

In a similar way, it would not be too hard to show (see [34, Proposition 5.31) that the 

Herbrand abstraction CQ E 2 .ground(cx:jj(Z)) : (g,l(aT), C) H ( y(ground(Atom)), C) 
gives rise to an abstract semantics ,I? equivalent to the well-known van Emden and 

Kowalski ground Herbrand semantics [27]. 

7.4. Autodependencies oj’ s-semantics 

In the following, we denote simply by Depc(Y’) the domain of autodependen- 

ties induced by the G.i. (Q, @(aT), p(At~m), y.~ ) w.r.t. the concrete semi-quantale 

(gJ(aT), C, V), while the corresponding G.i. is denoted by (Y, fJ(aT), Dep,(Y), y). 
Therefore, for a trace-interpretation I E @(aT), r(l) = kx.%:~(l By.9 (x)) is a generic 

autodependency in Dep,(Y). As observed in Section 5, ix. x(~(ZB~.~(x)) is the best 

correct approximation of the concrete operator jJc.IVx : h>(aT) ++ f>(aT). As observed 

in [26], it turns out that any such operator Jx.I Vx is a Tp-like function. In our 

context, this observation is formalized by the next lemma, where we use the sequence 
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abstraction M* to approximate finite traces by the pair of their initial and final states 

in a clause-like form: Thus, c1* : (@(aT), 5) H (@(Clause), C) is defined as 

It is straightforward to check that c(* is additive and onto, and therefore it gives rise to 

a G.i. (a*, p(aT), @(Clause), Y*). As demonstrated by Comini et al. [15] in a similar 

context, one could show that this latter G.i. induces an abstract semantics which is 

equivalent to the compositional semantics of resultants of Gabbrielli et al. [32]. 

Lemma 7.5. For any Z E p(aT), /1X. c(y (I Vyv(X)) = c,(,). 

Proof. First, notice that for any P C Clause and X C Atom, v(X) = U, E p T!,)(X). 

Thus, since V is left-additive, and CQP and c(* are additive, it is sufficient to prove 

that for any rr E aT and X C Atom, aL~({~}Vy~(X)) = T,“.cinj,(X). Let n= h -% 

(bt,...,b,J. 

(C) Assume that h’ E LY.~({TC}V~,~Y(X)). Therefore, there exist (ai LA):==, cn 

y&X) such that &‘= mgu( (bl,. . . , b,), (al,. . . ,a,)) and h’=hO. Hence, (al,. . . ,a,,) G&X. 
Thus, by definition, h’ E q*(in),(X). 

(2) Assume that h’ E T, (In),( X ). * This means that there exist (a,, . . . ,a,) 6~~ X such 

that 8 = mgu((bl,. . . , b,), (al,. . . ,a,)) and h’ = h8. Consequently, there exist (ai --% 

A);=, <<= y.&Q. Thus, (h A(bl,. . . , bn) A.. . % A)0 E {n}Vy,#), and hence, 

he=h’Ea,v({71}vy,v(X)). 0 

As a consequence, we get that Dep,(Y) = {Tp” : @(Atom) H @(Atom) 1 P E 
Program}, and for any program P, 2”’ = l.X.cr,y(y*(P)Vyy(X)) = a(y*(P)). Thus, in- 

tuitively, if Z E p(aT) then the intermediate states of any trace 7~ E Z are not relevant 

in LX. cq(ZVyy(X)), as formalized by the next lemma. 

Lemma 7.6. For any I E p(aT), iX.w(~Vy&Y)) =nx.a,~(y*(cr*(Z))VY~(X)). 

Proof. One inclusion is straightforward because y* o LX* is extensive and V is argumen- 

twise monotone. Thus, let Z E p(aT) and X 5 Atom, and consider h E a~(y*(c+(Z>)V 

Y.~(X)). Then, there exists a trace rr=h’ L(bl,. . ., b,) E y*(a*(Z)), n30, and 

(ai) &,4;==, en yy(X) such that 0 = mgu( (bl,. . . , b,), (al,. . . , a,,)) and h = h’8. More- 

over, note that h’ + bl, . . . , b, E a*(Z). Thus, by definition of a*, there exists ?’ such 

that h’ A(bl , . . . , b,) E I. Hence, we get that h E CQ(ZV~,Y(X)). 0 

Let us now introduce the following abstraction function from programs to auto- 

dependencies CQ : ( p( Clause), C) H Dep&Y), such that, for any set of clauses (viz. 

program) P C Clause, 

Q(P) dzf IlX.W(Y*(P)VY9(J?). 
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Lemma 7.7. C(,I is additive and onto. 

Proof. Firstly, note that y* is additive. Hence, the additivity of c(,/ follows by 

left-additivity of V (cf. Proposition 7.3) and additivity of 2.~. Consider now 

%X.rA~(ZV~&Y))~ DeZ+(Y), for some I E @(aT). Then, by considering a*(Z) C 

Clause, by Lemma 7.6 we get cc,~(c+(Z)) = X.X.Y,(ZV~,Y(X)), therefore proving that 

z’,,/ is onto. 0 

Thus, the mapping c1,1 induces a G.i. (clcj, ~(Clause),Dep~(Y),y,l). Summing up, 

we have split the G.i. relating Dep,(Y) to y(aT) into the composition of the G.i.‘s 

(cI*, q(aT), pCClause),y*) and (&I, y(Clause),Dq+,(Y’), w). 

Proposition 7.8. (tl, p(aT), Dep,(Y), y) is rhe composition of(m*, p(aT), y(Clause), 

y*) and (r,/, W(Clause),Dep,(Y),y,~). 

Proof. By Lemma 7.6, for all I E p(aT), we have that a&cc*(Z)) = M.cx~~(y*(cc*(Z)) 

~~,P(X)) = M.@/(ZVy,&X)) = z(Z), and this suffices to conclude the proof 0 

It is important to remark that since both y * and yc/ are additive functions, by 

Proposition 7.8, we have that :’ is additive as well, i.e., Dep,(Y) is a disjunctive 

abstraction of p(aT). 
The next result characterizes the equivalence between programs induced by the above 

abstraction map ~(~1: It turns out that two programs are equivalent for a,/ iff their s- 

semantics immediate consequences operators coincide. 

Theorem 7.9. For any P, Q C Clause, tx,~(P) = x,1(Q) l$f Tps = T& 

Proof. (+) If M,/(P) = cz,i(Q) then ~~X.sr.~(~l*(P)Ol,,~(X)) = ~X.cc.,(y*(Q)O~w(X)). 
Thus, by Lemma 7.5, and since CIX o y* = id, we get Tps = T& 

(+=) Since c1* is surjective, there exist Z,J E @(a?‘) such that a*(Z) = P and 

Z*(J)= Q. Thus, by Lemmata 7.5 and 7.6, a,/(a*(Z>) = a,l(a*(.Z)), and therefore, 

&l(P) = W(Q). 0 

Let us denote by Y c-f Y d&f (Depp(sP), Z’$‘W,Y ) the semantics induced by (~1, f;’ 

(aT), &p,(Y), Y), where ri ++Y dAf CI o (pp o y. Since y is additive, it turns out that the 

semantic transformer TFc” IS continuous on Dep,(Y). Thus, the abstract semantics 

induced by Dep,(Y) is [P]‘“’ dzf lfp( Ti’-.‘) - u,,,,,( TiV+‘.Y)“(_Lo,,(.~,) (recall 

that the lub u of Dep,(,‘P) is defined pointwise). 

In some of the following proofs, for the sake of simplicity, we abuse the notation 

by considering a program P as a denotation for the set {h 5 b 1 c = h + 6 E P}. 
In this way, note that a*(P) = P, and, for any X E ,p(aT), cpp(X)=P U (PVX). 
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Moreover, note that, because we consider atoms and unit clauses as equivalent notions, 

y* coincides with 7.~ when restricted to unit clauses, and LX* coincides with cl,~ when 

restricted to sets of successful traces. In order to characterize the semantics [[ jJ”-‘, 

we will need the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.10. For any Z E p(aT), $‘““(x(l)) = a(cpp(l)) 

Proof. We prove that for any I C aT and X C Atom, cc(cp~(y(a(l))))(X) = a(cpp(l))(X). 

(2) This inclusion is straightforward by monotonicity of SI o (PP and since 1/ 0 cc is 

extensive. 

(C) By Lemma 7.5, it is sufficient to prove that ~_~~pr~r~cc(l)~~~(X) C T$,pC,,,(X). 

Hence, ‘et h E Y*(C@(y(z(I)))) (X). Then, by definition, there exist c’ = h’ + bi, . . , , b, E 

a*(cpp(y(a(l)))) (with ~20) and (b’, ,..., bL)@&X such that 6=mgu((bl,..., b,), 

(b{,. ..,bk)) and h =h’8. Therefore, there exists C such that Z= h’ 2 bi,. . . , b, E 

(pp(y(a(/))). By definition of (op, we can have the following two cases. 

(i) If c’=h’+bi,...,b,~P then h’A6i , . . . ,b, E qp(Z), and therefore h E 

T” ~*~WUH(~)~ _ 

(ii) Otherwise if h’ -!% 61, . . . , b, E PV~i(cc(l)) then h E or*((P~y(a(Z)))~y+(X)). By 

associativity of V (cf. Proposition 7.3), h f ~*(PV(y(cr(l))ay*(X))), and since 

y*(X)= Y.&Y), we get h E cc*(PV(y(z(Z))Vy.&))). Thus, we may have the 

following two cases. 

(a) If h is a unit-clause in P (i.e., h t E P), then h is a unit-clause in c(*((pp(l)), 

and therefore h E ~~C,pC,J)(X). 

(b) Otherwise, there exist c” =A” c ~1,. . . ,r, EP and (Y{, . . ,&) -cKcf~ c+(y(a(l)) 

Vpf(X)) such that 0 = mgu( (q , . . . , rm), (Y;, . . . , F-A)) and h = h”c. Therefore, 

we also have that (pi ,..., $J G&I x,~(y(a(Z))Vy.~(X)). Since a(r(a(Z)))= 

a(Z), cc.~(~(cc(z))vy.~(~))=G(Y(z~~.Y(~)). So, (y;,. . ‘2&) +&” W(~V?54~)>, 
and therefore we have that h E x.~J(PV(ZV~.&Y))). By associativity of V, 

we have that h E c+p((PVZ)Vy&!C)). Since PVI C (pp(Z), by monotonic- 

ity of V and cz.++, CQ((PVZ)V~,Y(X)) C u,~(cpp(Z)Vy.~(X)), and therefore 

h E c~,~P((PP(~)O”~.V’(X)). Thus, by Lemma 7.5, h E ~*C(ppC,jj(X). 0 

Thus, the semantic transformer Tpy’-.‘/’ can be characterized in terms of (pp as follows 

(the last equality exploits Lemma 7.5): For any X~.W(ZV~.Y(X)) E Drp,(Y), 

TPY (nx.cw(zVY.Y(w) = ~-x.W(%(~)VY.Y(W) = ~:,(cppp(,)). 

We are then able to characterize the semantics [ ’ j”“’ as follows. 

Theorem 7.11. For uny PE Program, [P]‘“” = TacYd,“, =J.X.EY(~~~V~,&Y)). 
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Proof. Let us consider the following equalities: 

(by Lemma 7.10) = 

205 

Since ljj(q~p) = Yyd, we get I[P] ‘-” = 3X .z.,/,(&?“~ V;‘v(X)), and therefore, by 

Lemma 7.5, [[PI”-” = c*c,Y,,. 0 

As announced above, the semantics i[. ]I”+ ’ turns out to be compositional w.r.t. set- 

union of program modules. We prove such theorem of compositionality by exploiting 

some results taken from Bossi et al. [lo]. We use i[. 1” : $J(Clause) H @(Clause) to 

denote the compositional (w.r.t. set-union of programs) semantics of Bossi et al. [lo], 

with all predicates considered as open. Hence, for every set of clauses P C Clause, the 

semantics [PIa is still a set of clauses. Let us remark that the results of [lo] are given 

for a domain of so-called Q-denotations which is an abstraction of @(Clause), since a 

syntactic equivalence (cf. [lo, Definition 3.21) over clauses is considered. In order to 

avoid tedious technical details of little interest, we do not take into account this further 

level of abstraction, although this could be done with full rigour. 

Lemma 7.12. For any P, Q C Clause, a,j(P) = rJQ> + yp,,, = T&8. 

Proof. By a straightforward inductive argument, it is easy to prove that if T; = T& then, 

foranynEN,(TjU,d)n=(T&,d)n, where Id dzf {p(x~ ,..., x,) + p(xl,..., xn)lp~ZI}.* 

By [lo, Definition 4.9, Theorem 4.141, for any program R, [RI* =UnEN R,, where 

RI dzf R and R,+, def R, V(R Uld), and, as a consequence of [ 10, Lemma 4.12 (2)], for 

any n E N, Ti;,,, , = T; ~(Tj;,,,~)n. If x,/(P) = q,(Q) then, by Theorem 7.9, Tb = T& and 

therefore, for any II E N, Tjn,, = T&, I Thus, TA,eE aPO = T/j,, t uQn, i.e. Tp;j,# = 7$,#. cl 

Theorem 7.13. For all P, Q E Program, \P U Q]‘+” = [ycl([P]““” ) U ;lJ[Q]‘” “)I”” ‘. 

Proof. Let P and Q be two programs. It is proved in [34, Example 5.41 that a*(YFd) = 

[PI” (this fact will be recalled in more detail below). Hence, by Lemma 7.6 and 

Theorem 7.11, cc&P]‘) = ~X.C(~~(;,,(~*(.~~d))Vi’_~(X)) = i.X .a.,r(&YdVy.~(X)) = 

[PI”““. Moreover, we know from [ 10, Theorem 2.131 that [P U Q]’ = [[PI” U [Q]“j’. 

x If n is the arity of p E I7 then XI.. .xn are distinct variables. 
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Thus, [Z’ u Qty-” = a,@‘]’ U [Ql’jl) = [UP]” U [QJ’Jv”“. Hence, it remains to demon- 

strate that m[P],’ U [Q]“]““” =[ycr(acl([P]“)) U ~c~(ct,~([Q~“))]“-~~. We observed after 

Proposition 7.8 that ycr is additive, and therefore, it suffices to show that [PIa u 

[Q]-Y,y-.v = [~~cr(a,/([P]~ LJ[Q]~))J++~. S ince ~,d~d~,d[Pj~” U UQ]‘>>> = d[P]” u [Qj?, 
by Lemma 7.12, we get that 

~;&,(,P,” U[Q19))l’ = q;F’,* UIQtaly = m”p,., LJ[Qp. 

By Theorem 7.11, we have that for any program R, 

[RB’“” = 7&-Fc,j = $,a, 

(*I 

and therefore, by (*), this concludes the proof. 0 

As the attentive reader should have guessed, it turns out that our compositional se- 

mantics [.J’“’ is an abstract interpretation of Bossi et al.‘s [lo] compositional semantics 

[. 1”. In fact, Giacobazzi [34, Example 5.41 shows that (CC+, p(aT), g~(Clause), y*) in- 

duces exactly (up to the further syntactic level of abstraction cited above) Bossi et al’s 

semantics: If, for any program P, Tpa denotes Bossi et al.‘s [lo, Definition 4.31 imme- 

diate consequences operator such that UP]” = Ifp(GB), we have that the completeness 

relation c1* o (pp = rp” o CI* holds, and therefore, [PI" = @(cc+ o qp 0 y*) = a*(lfp(cpp)) 
(the last equality follows by completeness, cf. [21,38]). Thus, since by Proposition 7.8, 

T,IyMy = a o (pp o y = tl,[ o ct* o (pp o y* o ycl, we get that TFWy = a,~ o Tp” o ycl. Actu- P 

ally, it turns out that we deal with a strict abstraction, as the following example 

shows. 

Example 7.14. Let us consider the clauses CI =p(x) + q(x) and c2 =p(x) + q(x),q(x) 

(these two clauses are not equivalent for the Bossi et al.‘s [lo, Definition 3.21 syn- 

tactic relation mentioned above, as observed in [lo, Example 3.41). It is immediate to 

check that ST;:) = {p(x) -% q(x)} and SyFf) = {p(x) a q(x), q(x)}, and therefore, 

for i=1,2, a*(Yand )-{ci}. 

other hand, observt ihat Ts 

H ence, for i = 1,2, [{ci}]‘” = CC*(.Y~~~)) = {ci}. On the 

{CI) = TSc*). Thus, by Theorem 7.11, [{ci}J’-‘= TS a (,p ) * {<I) 

The above compositional semantics [. j, S+Y is just a good example of how seman- 

tics can be systematically defined by means of suitable operators for abstract domain 

combination. An appealing feature of this approach is that, being based on arbitrary 

G.c.‘s, it is independent from any specific choice for representing semantic denotations. 

In fact, one can compose by reduced relative power arbitrary abstract semantics with- 

out being constrained to look for corresponding syntactic objects acting as denotations, 

like clauses, binary clauses, atoms, etc., which is instead the case for the standard s- 

semantics approach to logic programming (cf. [9]). For instance, likewise to &V,(Y), 

one could consider Dep,(X) as a variant of the compositional semantics in [33,48], 

or, analogously, one could combine by reduced relative power the semantics for call 
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patterns, partial answers, etc. Moreover, a semantic domain of functions like &p,(Y) 

can be further approximated in different ways (e.g. by using binary relations, pointwise 

abstraction, etc.) as suggested in [19,23,24]. It should be therefore clear that the 

reduced relative power operation may play an important role also for designing suitable 

semantics to be used as concrete semantics for program analysis. 

8. Related work 

Cousot and Cousot firstly introduced a reduced cardinal power operation on abstract 

domains [21, Section 10.21. The Cousot and Cousot reduced cardinal power was defined 

in a particular context of a collecting semantics of program assertions, where, in a 

function between abstract domains, assertions were composed by logical conjunction. 

As we discussed in Section 3, we have extended Cousot and Cousot’s ideas to a 

more general setting, where an operator of composition for concrete objects is only 

required to give rise to a weak form of quantale, called semi-quantale, on any concrete 

domain. We benefit of the full generality of our theory in the applications to ground- 

dependency analysis and semantics of logic programming (cf. Sections 6 and 7). In 

fact, in the former case, the concrete domain is given by order-ideals of substitutions, 

and therefore is not simply a powerset of some set, while in the latter case, a concrete 

domain of sets of program execution traces is endowed with an operator of trace- 

unfolding that does not behave like a meet-operation (in particular, it is not even 

commutative). 

We have investigated the relationship between Nielson’s tensor product [54,55] 
and reduced relative power operations. Nielson proposed to use the tensor product 

as a way to build relational domains in data-flow program analysis, as opposed to 

the standard methodology (cf. [44]) of using the powerset of the Cartesian product 

(see, e.g., [54,55] for more details). The tensor product was not originally conceived 

as an abstract domain refinement, and therefore, its overall aim is slightly differ- 

ent from that of the reduced relative power. We equally investigated how the re- 

duced relative power relates to the tensor product, especially from a lattice-theoretic 

point of view, hence providing an answer to a question earlier raised by 

Nielson [54, p. 1241. 

The opera product of abstract domains, introduced in [ 171, provides a different way 

of expressing dependencies between domains. It has been introduced as an enhance- 

ment of the reduced product operation, by allowing the domains to exchange in- 

formation each other (and with an external environment) through a particular type 

of functions, called queries. Due to its peculiar features, the open product differs 

substantially from the reduced relative power operation, and it is, in general, 

incomparable. 

Bagnara [5] has developed a meta-language for abstract domain manipulation based 

on a subset of a concurrent constraint (cc) language, where a domain is required to 

be a particular sort of an ask-and-tell constraint system. Bagnara’s framework offers 
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a way to combine such domains with asynchronous interaction provided by ask and 

tell operations. Because of this feature, such a combination of abstract domains relies 

upon (lower) closure operators, i.e. the standard semantic interpretation for cc agents 

like ask and tell (cf. [59]). Thus, the use of cc-like expressions to combine domains 

can be viewed as an enhancement of a domain with some of its lower closures, and 

therefore, in this sense, as an instance of our notion of meet-autodependencies of a 

domain. It is also worth noting that a cc language can often result too restrictive to 

express arbitrary closure operators, or dependency relations between abstract domains 

relative to generic (possibly non-meet-like) operations of composition, as considered 

in our application in logic program semantics design in Section 7. 

Recently, Giacobazzi and Scozzari [40] gave an elegant logical interpretation of the 

reduced relative power, showing that whenever the concrete domain is a complete 

Heyting algebra, the reduced relative power of two abstract domains DI and Dz co- 
incides with the domain of all the intuitionistic implications (i.e. relative pseudocom- 

plements) from D1 to D2, This topic needs to be deepened, since we believe that 

Giacobazzi and Scozzari’s results constitute a first step towards a logic-based interpre- 

tation of abstract domain refinement operators. 

As far as applications arc concerned, Dart [25] introduced the domain of formulae 

Des describing ground-dependencies between the arguments of a predicate in a de- 

ductive database, and used it for a groundness analysis aiming to determine whether 

a database is connected. Then, successively, Marriott and Sondergaard [49] used the 

domain DeJ’ for logic program ground-dependency analysis, and compared it with other 

domains of formulae, like Pos. The domain DeJ’ first came to our attention as a fine 

example of a typical and well-known abstract domain used for a relational analy- 

sis which can be understood as a reduced relative power (as indeed we showed in 

Section 6). In the field of logic program semantics, it is worth mentioning that Brogi 

and Turini [ 1 l] also have introduced a compositional semantics based on functions 

as program denotations. The main difference is that in their approach the semantics 

of a logic program module is a &like function and compositionality is achieved by 

function composition, while in our approach, e.g. for the case of Dep,(Y) treated 

in Section 7, the semantics of a module is given as a least fixpoint of a transformer 

of Tp-like functions and compositionality is achieved using similar techniques to those 

used in [lo]. 
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